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RECOVERY COLLEGE COLLECTIVE

0191 261 0948

info@recoverycoco.com | www.recoverycoco.com

If you’re interested in undertaking any of
the following courses or workshops, first
y o u w i l l n e e d to e n r o l l a s a st u d e n t at
R e C o C o . To do this, just give us a ring and we will make
a n a p p o i n t m en t fo r you to c om e i n . E n ro lm en t s g en e r a l ly
take about 45 mins to 1 hour and give us a chance to get
to k n ow e ac h ot h e r a n d d i s c us s w h at y o u t h i n k w o u l d b e
m o st h e l p f u l . P l e a s e d o n ’ t at t e n d a n y c o u r s es w i t h o u t
b e c o m i n g a st u d e n t. O n c e y o u a r e a st u d e n t y o u c a n a c c es s
p l e n t y o f ot h e r e v e n t s a n d o p p o r t u n i t i es t h at a r e n ’ t
a lw ay s a d v e rt i s e d i n t h e p r o s p e c t us .

Please note: The college is closed for
one week over half-term from Friday
26th May until Monday 5th June.

0191 261 0948

info@recoverycoco.com

www.recoverycoco.com
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“

“The support from Launchpad has been
nothing short of excellent and it has
given me chance to boost my selfesteem and also my self-confidence, it
has given me the chance to take part
in various meetings and learn about
different topics..”

“

“If I have need to talk to somebody
then I can speak to other students
or volunteers and Angela, Alisdair
and Steve are very approachable
for which I am truly grateful.”

5
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Building a Life
Worth Living –
DBT Continuing
Practice

1
Abuse Awareness

Deepen your understanding of DBT skills

This one-day educational awareness course

Interpersonal Effectiveness Skills, to use in

provides a safe space for participants to learn

everyday situations. It is imported that you have

more about the effects of abuse. Course topics

already completed a basic DBT course and are

include: definitions of abuse, myths & realities,

aware of mindfulness practice.

healing from child sexual abuse, stigmatization

Booking is required.

on this peer-led course. Develop your
Distress Tolerance, Emotional Resilience and

and powerlessness.
Time: 1pm-3pm
Time: 9:30am-12:30pm

Day: Monday

Days: Wednesday & Friday

Dates: 8th May, 15th May, 22nd May, 5th

Dates: 26th & 28th April

June, 19th June, 26th June, 3rd July, 10th

Location: Broadacre House

July, 17th July

Contact: Recovery College Collective

Location: Broadacre House

Course Leader: CAMEO

Contact: Recovery College Collective
Course Leaders: Susan Reid & Cath Goode

2
Building a Life
Worth Living
– DBT Skills

Canny Music

4

Fridays are music days. Chris, trainee music
therapist, will offer a variety of opportunities to
make music in groups and one-to-one. If music

Note: This is not Dialectical Behavioural Therapy

is your thing or if you feel that your wellbeing

but is a skills-based group. If your mental health

could be enhanced by music then contact us.

worker thinks that you would benefit from DB

This could be right up your street. No experience

Therapy, then they should be able to provide this

required!

through your Community Mental Health Team.

Time: 10am-4pm

Building a Life Worth Living is a peer-led course

Day: Friday

that looks at how DBT skills can practically
help people who have trouble understanding

Shared experience, validation, mindfulness

and managing overwhelming emotions. This

and distress tolerance exercises will form the

course is suitable for people with recognized

basis for every session.

personality difficulties or people who struggle
with the following:

Time: 10am-12pm

/ Intense negative emotions

Day: Monday

/ Impulsive behaviours

Dates: 8th May, 15th May, 22nd May, 5th

/ Feelings of emptiness

June, 12th June, 19th June, 26th June, 3rd

/ Mood swings

July, 10th July & 17th July.

/ Wanting to hurt yourself

Location: Broadacre House

/ Regularly finding yourself in unhealthy

Contact: Recovery College Collective

relationships

Course Leaders: Susan Reid & Cath Goode

Location: Broadacre House
Contact: Recovery College Collective
Course Leader: Chris Minnis
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C o m pa s s i o n at e
Mindfulness
Continued
Practice Group

6
C r e at i v e P r i n t
Being creative is fun and relaxing. Try out
a new way of making art using a traditional

This is a continued practice group for people

printing press, in a pop-up print studio and

who have previously attended the nine or

playful session. Over this four-week course,

fourteen week Compassion Focused Mindfulness

we’ll try out different printing techniques,

course with Dr Joanne Milner at Tyneside Mind

get hands-on with the rollers and use

or WHIST. This monthly group provides an

colourful inks to make lots of different and

opportunity for people to continue to benefit

unique artwork. The sessions are run by

from a shared experience of mindfulness whilst

an experienced artist and art teacher in a

providing an opportunity for further discussion

friendly, helpful and accessible way.

and practice. Booking is required.

Printmaking can be messy so wear older
clothes – aprons and wipes will be provided.

Time: 11am-1pm
Day: Monday

Time: 10am-12:30pm

Dates: 24th April, 22nd May, 26th June,

5

31st July
Location: Broadacre House
Contact: Recovery College Collective
Course Leader: Joanne Milner

C r e at i v e c o r n e r
- Friends action
north east
Creative Corner meet every two weeks at the
Recovery College. We are a friendship group and
decide together what art projects we want to do.
We have done pottery, printmaking, animation,
photography, portraits and creative crafts.
We also visit local galleries and landmarks for
inspiration. This is a particularly safe space for
people with a learning disability to explore their
creative side.
Time: 12pm-2pm
Day: Wednesday (fortnightly)
Location: Broadacre House
Contact: Recovery College Collective
Course Leader: Friends Action North East

Day: Wednesday
Dates:7th, 14th, 21st & 28th June
Location: Broadacre House
Contact: Recovery College Collective
Course Leader: Michelle Wood
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6
C r e at i v e W e l l n es s
8

It is hoped that this course will encourage
students to develop creative skills which will
enhance their emotional wellbeing. The focus

Developing
a Stronger
Awareness of
Self

will be on learning a series of creative skills
around creating 3D sculptures. Students will
spend the first few weeks learning to work
three-dimensionally by using wire to create
faces. Students will then learn how to work with
willow to create a variety of shapes culminating
in making a paper lantern. Creativity and the
journey of recovery are individual to each
person, however by combining the skills and
experience of each individual within the group

Self Awareness is having a clear perception

we hope to empower people along their journey

of your personality, including strengths,

of recovery, instilling a sense of hope.

weaknesses, thoughts, beliefs, motivations
and emotions. Self Awareness allows you to

Time: 10am-12pm

understand other people, how they perceive you,

Day: Tuesday

your attitude and your responses to them in the

Dates: Begins 25th April and weekly

moment. Do you really know who you are?

thereafter (other than half-term break)
Location: Broadacre House

Time: 9:30am-4pm

Contact: Recovery College Collective

Day: Wednesday

Course Leader: Lynne Penman

Date: 28th June
Location: Broadacre House
Contact: Recovery College Collective
Course Leader: CAMEO

7
C r e at i v e w r i t i n g
The group has so far been running under the
auspices of Launchpad as an informal class that
anyone can join. The tutor draws on a broad
range of knowledge to illustrate all aspects of
creative writing, from poetry to prose to drama.
The sessions are relaxed and enjoyable. Creative
writing can have a powerful therapeutic effect
gently encouraging participants out of their
shells. Participants are encouraged to, and will
have the opportunity to present their work in
public such as performing poetry to an audience
should they feel ready.
Time: 11am-1pm
Day: Wednesday
Dates: Weekly (other than half-term break)
Location: Broadacre House
Contact: Recovery College Collective
Course leader: David Kipping
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Do It Ourselves
Journalism:
A lt e r n at i v e
Tabloid for the
North
The past few years have been bad for journalism
– phone hacking, corruption and lies have
dominated the mainstream media whilst
deliberate disinformation or ‘fake news’ has
become widespread on social media platforms.
For a community to function well it needs,
among other things, accurate and honest
information to which journalism, if conducted
well, can be a significant contributor.
This is why we are beginning to develop a new
kind of newspaper that is created for its readers
by its readers. A trustworthy read that voices
concerns without blaming or fearmongering,
a newspaper that exposes crises whilst also
looking for ways to make things better.
This
the
. .. . . . introductory
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .course
. . . . . . . . .will
. . . . .equip
. . . . . . . .you
. . . . .with
. . . ........
very basic skills to begin to report on the issues

10
Drama Workshops
11
– ‘Access to
Arts’
Exploring Art

that concern you, including: news writing,

This course offers the chance to try out some

feature writing, researching, fact checking and

Explore a possible new avenue of interest,

drawing techniques, develop your artistic skills

preparing your story for print.

specifically drama and theatre, through a series

and design and paint our very own ReCoCo

of five workshops over one week.

mural.

build an alternative.

Each workshop will explore a different dramatic

Creativity can be an important part of recovery

09/05 – Citizen Journalism – News stories

technique or element such as improvisation and

by helping you build confidence and achieve

from our everyday.

creating stories.

satisfaction.

investigations and fact checking.

Through the use of specific dramatic techniques

Art helps us explore how we feel, and in

06/06 – Writing Styles – Having something

we aim to not only expose you to these skills but

this block we will be looking at our personal

to say and how to say it well.

also to work on confidence and trust exercises.

responses to ReCoCo and the how the college

25/04 – The Media is Doomed – How we can

23/05 – Basic Skills – Conducting

20/06 – Photojournalism – How images can

and those in it make us feel.

tell your story.

The sessions are very flexible and are structured

04/07 – Editing – Preparing your story for

so that people are able to come to all of them if

Whether you are a budding Rembrandt or a total

print.

they want to do so, but would not have to attend

novice, all levels of skill are encouraged to be a

each session if they can’t.

part of this unique opportunity.

Time: 6pm – 8pm
Day: Tuesday

Time: 1pm-3pm

Time: 10am-12pm

Dates: 25th April, 9th May, 23rd May, 6th

Day: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,

Day: Tuesday

June, 20th June, 4th July

Thursday, Friday

Dates: Starts 2nd May, then weekly thereafter

Location: Broadacre House

Dates: 24th – 28th April

(excluding half-term break)

Contact: Recovery College Collective

Location: Broadacre House

Location: Broadacre House

Course Leader: Andrew Wilson & Jessie

Contact: Recovery College Collective

Contact: Recovery College Collective

Jacobs

Course Leader: Courtney Bole

Course Leader: Susan Reid
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14

Friendship
Movement

Grief & Loss
We will all inevitably be faced with the loss of
someone we love in our lives, its something

The Friendship Movement workshop that

which is inescapable and a very sad fact of

I’ve created is intended to help people begin

our existence. Throughout the day we aim to

to connect with themselves, their needs, and

offer a much greater understanding of grief

their likes and dislikes. I believe, from my own

13

experience, that by honouring one’s own needs,
feelings and desires I am more able to see
whether others are doing the same for me as I
would for them. This doesn’t discount people
that are unable to honour my needs as “the
enemy”. This simply prevents me from going
head first into “friendships” and coming out
hurt, feeling used, etc. The workshop involves
me describing part of my journey on my road
to recovery, an observation of a mindfulness
exercise and a demonstration of part of a
Theatre Studies course that I attend which
helped me recognize my own trust issues.
Students will be invited to participate in that
activity, though they are under no obligation
to discuss any of their challenges, but are
welcome to do so if they feel safe enough to.
Time: 12:30pm-2:30pm
Day: Friday
Date: 5th May
Location: Broadacre House
Contact: Recovery College Collective
Course Leader: Annette Rutherford

Gardening

and loss and the challenges that it brings to
individuals.
Time: 9.30am-12.30pm
Day: Wednesday & Friday
Dates: 17th & 19th May

Gardening is good for the soul. It’s very

Location: Broadacre House

literally grounding, gets you outdoors in the

Contact: Recovery College Collective

fresh air, involves physical activity and gives

Course Leader: CAMEO

a great sense of satisfaction and achievement
in producing your own food whilst enjoying
the beauty of nature.
This will be a weekly group working to
develop and nurture an area designated as
the Recovery College Garden, within the St

15

Nicholas Hospital site. We are not able to
provide appropriate clothing so please bring
clothes and shoes (preferably boots) that you
are willing to get dirty. The gardening group
is weather dependent. Should the weather
be particularly bad, please call Michael at the
Recovery College who will be able to confirm
whether the group is on that day, or not.
Time: 9.30am - 12pm
Day: Tuesday
Dates: 25th April, then weekly thereafter

HEARTS Grief
and Bereavement
Hope
Acceptance
Respect
Trust
Support

(excluding half term)
Location: St Nicholas Hospital

Losing someone you love or care deeply about

Contact: Recovery College Collective

is very painful. You may experience all kinds of

Course leader: Michael Hall

difficult emotions and it may feel like the pain
and sadness you experience will never go away
– but even in the deepest despair we can find
hope.
Week 1: Getting to know you, memories of your
loved one.
Week 2: Coping strategies, what can help?
Week 3: The five stages of grief.
Week 4: Continuing Bonds – sowing seeds of
thought.
Time: 1pm-2.30pm
Day: Friday
Dates: June 9th, 16th, 23rd & 30th
Location: Broadacre House
Contact: Recovery College Collective
Course Leader: Denise Toward
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18
Introduction to
M e d i tat i o n

16
Indian Head
Massage Tasters
Indian head massage has lots of therapeutic
benefits as well as being really helpful to
relaxation. Give it a try.
Time: 11am -1pm

Meditation has many benefits for people

17
Interpersonal
skills

Day: Wednesday: Weekly (except half term)

who have experienced issues in their mental
health.

Meditation can help you to relax

and slow down your thoughts to give you an
opportunity to form a considered response,
instead of immediately reacting to what is
going on. It can help you to treat your mind
with kindness, to make friends with your
mind. It can help you to cope during times

Location: Broadacre House

Do you have difficulty in communicating with

of difficulty and form another tool in your

Contact: Recovery College Collective

friends, family, doctors, etc? Do you feel like

wellness toolbox. This eight-week course

Course Leader: Robert Buckley

you are not being heard the way you should

explores meditation and its benefits from a

be? Or do you feel that your listening skills

beginner’s perspective. Warren, the course

could improve?

leader is a practicing Buddhist and his
approach is from a Buddhist perspective.

If yes is your answer to any one of the
questions, this short two-day course could

Time: 12pm–1:30pm

help you have a better understanding of

Day: Thursday

yourself and others in communication.

Dates: 27th April, 4th May, 11th April, 18th
May, 25th May, 8th June, 15th June,

Time: 12:30pm-4pm

22nd June

Day: Friday

Location: Broadacre House

Dates: May 19th & 26th

Contact: Recovery College Collective

Location: Broadacre House
Contact: Recovery College Collective
Course Leader: Simone Wiseman
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Joelene English

21

Joelene English is a Contemporary Dance

Kindness Project
Northeast
Drop-In

Theatre choreographer and performance
artist. Since graduating in 2006 she has gone
on to choreograph and perform in an array
of genres and venues, as well as teaching
a wide range of students and professional
artists. She is interested in using dance, film
and theatre to explore human nature when
destiny becomes trapped by reality. Her

We recognize this time in history as one of

work combines taut choreography, beautiful

tremendous change and uncertainty. As a

scenography and emotional performance.

society we are at a crossroads related to the

She is fascinated by mental illness and its

fundamental basis of our work and sense of

impact on everyday life.

direction – do we work from self-interest or the
concern of others? Kindness Project Northeast

To date Joelene English Dance Theatre’s

was set up in 2015 informally without realizing

work has had a relationship with mental

the ‘real’ demand for such an organization. It

illness, this has been hugely influenced

has now evolved into a community project that

from personal experiences. Researching and

is constantly growing and changing dictated

delving into personal cobwebbed memories

by the needs of our current global society and

for work opens up a world of questions and

political difficulties.

few answers.
/ We aim to create a platform for a shared 		
The sessions will be playful and fun using
different art forms including creative
writing, movement, drama, visual art and
photography to explore the creation of an
alter ego. To tell a personal story taking

20
Joyful Wellness

moments from well-known stories as
starting points and weaving the real lives of

A fun time to take care of you, learning

its creators in amongst fragmented fiction.

about active mindfulness, balancing your

There is a story within us all and spoken word

chakras and spiritual healing. There are many

can often get in the way of communicating it

alternative approaches to wellbeing that have

with others. These workshops will offer each

been around for thousands of years longer

individual a different way to speak a voice

than psychiatry. Join Sue in the healing tent

through physicality, objects, photographs or,

to explore how you can introduce different

if they dare, dance. Each workshop will create

techniques into your life to help keep you

an environment for challenge, discussion,

spiritually and emotionally strong.

creation and silence. What is created within
the workshops will form the basis of a

Time: 1:30pm-3pm

collaborative multi-medium installation

Day: Tuesday

of individual personal journeys, including

Dates: 25th April, then weekly thereafter

photographs, sound and objects. This

(excluding half-term break)

course is for people who haven’t undertaken

Location: Broadacre House

Joelene’s course before.

Contact: Recovery College Collective
Course Leader: Sue Barrow

directory
/ Provide practical guidance and 		
educational teaching on the benefits of
kindness
/ Create a series of creative hubs set up all
over the Northeast where participation 		
is rewarded with an act of kindness either
received or paid forward.
/ Set up events in line with actions being 		
taken
/ Put the community at the heart of 		
everything we do
/ Continue to recruit volunteers and give
free ongoing training and development
in line with current guidelines.
/ Work collaboratively with established 		
organisations both locally and nationally.
Drop-in is a time to discuss and plan
projects and then make them happen,
matching individual skills to current social
projects running. We look forward to
welcoming all (16 years and over)

Time: 10am-12pm
Day: Friday

Time: 12pm-2pm

Dates: April 28th, May 5th, May 12th, May

Day: Tuesday

19th, May 26th, June 9th, June 16th, June

Dates: Each week during term time

23rd, June 30th, July 7th, July 14th,

Location: Broadacre House

July 21st

Contact: Recovery College Collective

Location: Broadacre House

Course Leader: Sara Lourenco

Contact: Recovery College Collective
Course Leader: Joelene English
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L e t ’ s T ED T a l k
About Mental
H e a lt h

Maximising
Potential &
Effectiveness

TED is non-profit media organization devoted

Do you know what your strengths are or

to spreading ideas, usually in the form of short

how to discover and find your strengths?

powerful talks. Join this course to discover a

If the answer is no, this course is for you.

collection of inspiring talks centered around

Are you thinking about returning to the

mental health. Watch thought-provoking videos

workplace following a period of illness or

and have a chance to spark discussion with

unemployment? If the answer is yes, this

others on topics that make an impact.

course is also, for you.

*There was also a discussion that it would be
helpful to mention in advance to those that

In times of high unemployment, employers

sign up that this will be evaluated as part of a

have more choice of applicants and will

small research project.

favour those with robust employability
skills. This course also provides to a taster

Time: 3pm-4pm

of Employability skills. These are the skills

Day: Wednesday

necessary for getting, keeping and being

Dates: 3rd May, 10th May, 17th May, 24th

successful in a job.

May, 7th June, 14th June, 21st June,

You will:

28th June
Location: Broadacre House

/ Learn ways to manage your

Contact: Recovery College Collective
Course Leader: Emma Hearons
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Man’s Hour
Personal
Development
Workshops

greatest resource, YOU, in a relaxed
These workshops are designed to help you

environment with likeminded people

discover and understand more about your

who are equally determined to

‘self’: How you tick… What is important to you

identify strengths and areas in need

(and what isn’t)… What tools you need to get

of improvement.

you from distress to the path of wellbeing…
What hurdles you might face… These sessions

/ Investigate what motivates or de-

are there to help you become more aware of

motivates you within personal and

your ‘self’ and to focus on your ‘self’… to find

work situations.

out what is real and what is false… to see what
choices you have… to search for clues that will
help your self become whole and healthy…
Hence the name: self-detective.

/ Identify and overcome barriers to
employment.
/ Identify job role profiles

Stuck in a rut? Directionless? Run down by

Subjects covered will include healthy coping

stress, depression or anxiety? Do you feel

strategies, the process of changing from

you have no one to turn to? If you are a man

distress to wellbeing, the ‘self’, relationships,

/ Understand job descriptions and

living in Northumberland or Tyne & Wear you

thoughts and feelings, fear, power and

personal specifications

can come along to our free monthly Self-

control, grief and loss and meaning, purpose

Detective workshops for head & heart.

and identity.

/ Improve your professional and
personal potential by making positive

If you are blighted with low self-esteem,

Time: 6pm-8pm (with the option of one

changes, developing action plans and

anger; frustrated with relationship issues,

hour of peer support time from 8pm-9pm)

managing yourself better.

family breakdowns; reeling from traumatic

Day: First Tuesday of each month starting

events in your life… If you are getting by from

in June

Time: 10pm-12:30pm

day to day yet want more out of life… If you

Dates: 6th June, 4th July, 1st August, 5th

Day: Monday

want to thrive rather than merely survive… If

September, 3rd October, 7th November, 5th

Dates: 15th May, 22nd May, 5th June,

you are prepared to invest time in yourself…

December.

12th June, 19th June, 26th June

The Self-Detective workshops may be a

Location: Broadacre House

Location: Broadacre House

good place to start and are there to get you

Contact: To find out more, please email

Contact: Recovery College Collective

thinking, feeling and motivated into action.

Sharon on sharontccc@gmail.com

Course Leader: Deb Summerill
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M e n ta l H e a lt h
Awareness
This 1 day workshop will look at the history of
mental health and how it has changed over
the years. We will cover various mental health
conditions including bipolar, schizophrenia,

27
Neurod i v e r s i f i c at i o n ?
ADHD? Anxiety?

psychosis, disassociation and the rules and
regulations around sectioning.

Over the three sessions we will be attempting
to piece together the diverse nature of our

Time: 9:30am-12:30pm
Day: Wednesday
Dates: 10th May
Location: Broadacre House
Contact: Recovery College Collective
Course Leader: CAMEO

unique neurology and behaviours. Such
behaviours can include difficulties with
organisation, memory, concentration, time,
direction, perception, sequencing, poor
listening skills, leading to low self-esteem,
anxiety, and depression. And yet you can
also be creative, original, open minded and
determined.

26
Mindfulness and
M e d i tat i o n at t h e
Recovery College

ADHD?, Dyscalculia?, dyslexia?, Anxiety,
Obsessions & Impulsiveness, Self Esteem and
Lack of Confidence, Loneliness & Isolation,
Medications and drugs. We hope to enable
each other to create – and build upon –
supportive networks, coping strategies, and
ways to self-manage.
Time: 2:30pm-4pm
Day: Friday

We run a drop-in twice a week during term

Dates: 16th June, 23rd June, 30th June, 7th

time. Mindfulness can help us gain control

July, 14th July

over our emotions and take control of our

Location: Broadacre House

lives. It’s also really enjoyable so if you think

Contact: Recovery College Collective

that it could help or that you deserve a little

Course Leader: Bill Scott

bit of YOU time then why not come along and
give it a try.

Meditation with Warren
Time: 1pm-2:30pm
Day: Monday
Dates: April 24th then weekly thereafter
(excluding half-term break)
Location: Broadacre House
Contact: Recovery College Collective
Drop-in leader: Warren Milburn

Beginners Mindfulness with Sukhi
Dhillon
Time: 2:30pm – 3:30pm
Day: Thursday
Dates: April 27th then weekly thereafter
(excluding half-term break)
Location: Broadacre House
Contact: Recovery College Collective
Drop-in leader: Sukhi Dhillon
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‘Rephrase’
Following on from the successful ‘Relearn’
and ‘Rewind’ modules comes the third
module with even more skills. This is
available to you all, whether or not you have
attended the previous courses.
Would you walk for miles rather than go
through the embarrassment of paying for
your bus ticket with a twenty pound note?
Would you babysit for a friend even though
it was very inconvenient, because you didn’t
want to upset that person? Would you hurl
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abuse at a street vendor because they were
‘in your face’? Are you easily triggered by
situations that other adults seem to take in

Positive
r e l at i o n s h i p s fo r
women

their stride?
Come and learn how to maintain boundaries
to keep yourself and others emotionally safe.
This eight-week course is brought to you
by experts in personality disorders – one
qualified DBT therapist and one service user

Positive relationships course for women

in the final stages of recovery. Once again,

between the ages of 16-25. In this course we

we will spend the first 2 sessions look at what

will explore what you think about:

/

What makes a good relationship?

/

How to build positive friendships?

/

How to feel good about yourself?

/

What does a healthy relationship 		

it means to be ‘mindful’ (i.e. not avoiding the
present, no matter how uncomfortable it is).
The subsequent 6 sessions will explore skills
for requesting and refusing things without
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look like?
/

Positive sexual relationships

/

What are your relationship dreams
and goals?

You will have the chance to join in and take
part as much as you like, explore what you
think and what is important to you, learn
about what other group members think
about relationships and learn some valuable
relationship skills.

Recognising
Emotional Abuse
i n R e l at i o n s h i p s
This one-day workshop will cover the
behavior patterns more often associated
with narcissistic personality disorder and the
effects it can have on those who have entered

Time: 12:30pm–2pm
Day: Thursday
Dates: 27th April, 4th May, 11th May, 18th
May, 25th May

into a relationship with them. We shall look
at common behaviours including masking,
love bombing, hoovering, gas-lighting and
triangulation.

Location: Broadacre House
Contact: Recovery College Collective
Course Leader: Jess Burns

Time: 9:30am-4pm
Day: Wednesday
Date: 5th July
Location: Broadacre House
Contact: Recovery College Collective
Course Leader: CAMEO

anyone getting hurt. There will be a 9th
session for celebration/ clients’ feedback to
the facilitators.
Time: 10am-12pm
Day: Friday
Dates: 5th May, 12th May, 19th May, 26th
May, 9th June, 16th June, 23rd June, 30th
June
Location: Broadacre House
Contact: Recovery College Collective
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Self Esteem
This course is brought to you by The
Kindness Project.
We believe that real self esteem comes
from a healthy respect for yourself and an
understanding of what your role is in the
world. Each week we will look at a different
aspect of how you feel about yourself and
how to build on that. Topics covered include
interactions with others, low and positive self
esteem and positive affirmations.

31

We look forward to welcoming you to a
friendly, creative group session that explores

Rising Strong
Following on from last term’s ‘The Daring

the need for healthy self esteem, finding
ways to enhance in a peer environment and
The Overall Outcomes of Rising Strong™:

Way’, we continue to look at the teachings of
Brene Brown and the impact that shame has

/ Continue to lead and participate in a

on us. You don’t need to have done the Daring

global conversation about vulnerability,

Way to undertake this course but some

courage, shame, and worthiness.

knowledge of Brene Brown’s teachings might
be useful. There’s plenty of information on

/ Increase global access to information on

the internet and a great TED talk on Shame

emotion and how emotion is connected to

that you will find on Youtube.

behavior and thought.

The Daring Way is a highly experiential

/ Awaken people’s curiosity about emotions

methodology based on the research of Dr

– awareness and the ability to articulate –

Brene Brown. The method was designed

and build our understanding of emotions.

for work with individuals, couples, families,
work teams and organisational leaders. It

/ Use the rising strong process at both

can be facilitated in clinical, educational and

the micro and macro levels to increase

professional settings. During the process we

wholeheartedness in living, loving, and

explore topics such a vulnerability, courage,

leading.

shame, and worthiness. We examine the
thoughts, emotions and behaviours that are

Further information can be found at

holding us back and we identify the new

www.thedaringway.com

choices and practices that will move us
towards more authentic and wholehearted

Time: 4pm-6pm

living. The primary focus is on developing

Day: Thursday

shame resilience skills and developing daily

Dates: 27th April, 4th May, 11th May, 18th

practices that transform the way we live, love,

May, 25th May.

parent and lead.

Location: Broadacre House
Contact: Recovery College Collective
Course Leader: Claire Robinson

develop and discover new things about who
you are and who you would like to become.
We look at many areas including;
/ Your awareness of who you are
/ How you think and feel about your
strengths and weaknesses
/ The expectations you place on yourself
Your awareness of what you want from
your life.
/ Do you accept yourself for who you are or
not?
/ How you view yourself in comparison to
others
/ How you think and feel about what other
people say about you
Time: 10am-12am
Day: Friday
Dates: Weekly starting on Friday 28th
April
Location: Broadacre House
Contact: The Recovery College Collective
Course Leader: Sara Lourenco
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Singing and
acting
Join Streetwise Opera for singing and
acting workshops designed to help you
build confidence, find your creativity, and
most importantly, have fun! You’ll take part
in warm-ups and games, sing songs and
opera choruses, transform yourself into
different characters and learn more about
opera. Everyone is welcome, no experience is
required and there are never any auditions.

34
Social Contact
Training for
A n t i -St i gm a
Events & How
to Run a Local
Campaign
S u c c ess f ul ly

How to Run a Local
Campaign Successfully
The aim of this training is to increase
Champions’ skills, knowledge and
confidence to organise a local campaign.
After completing this training you should

As one Streetwise Opera performer says:

The aim of this training is to increase

‘I’ve seen psychiatrists, social workers, the

participants’ skills, knowledge and

lot, but Streetwise has helped me more than

confidence in opening up a conversation

/ Explain the key features of a successful

anything else… You can come in a down-

with the general public about Time to Change

campaign

hearted mood but you always leave with a

at an event or activity .

smile on your face.’
Streetwise Opera is an award-winning charity
that uses music to help people make positive
changes in their lives. Workshop participants
are also able to take part in performances,
go on free theatre trips, and access work
placement and volunteering opportunities.
Time: 2pm-4pm
Day: Friday
Dates: Starting 28th April
Location: Recovery College
Contact: Fiona - ff@streetwiseopera.org or
07598 327573

be able to:

/ Demonstrate knowledge of key steps you
After completing this training you should be

need to take when planning a campaign

able to:
/ Identify sources of help and information
/ Explain what social contact is and use it

and potential partners

practice
/ Plan your own campaign
/ Explain where to find relevant resources
/ Identify ways of keeping safe
/ Use aspects of your event or activity to start
conversations with the public

Time: 10am-3pm
Day: Wednesday

/ Challenge stereotypes and stigma you may
encounter at the event

Dates: 12th July, 19th July, 26th July
Location: Broadacre House
Contact: Recovery College Collective

/ Use different strategies to end conversations
and to ask for help if necessary
/ Identify ways of keeping safe

Course Leaders: Steve O’Driscoll &
Angela Slater
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“

“

“

“The old certainties are gone,
but while others opine about
meeting challenges, being
innovative, yadda, yadda,
ReCoCo does it.”

“ Since I have been involved with
the Recovery College the help and
support I have had, during what
has been a very difficult time for
me has been invaluable.”

“Not everything can be sorted
out and ReCoCo won’t pretend to
fix everything for everyone, but
it does offer purpose, meaning,
change and above all acceptance
and a place to belong.”
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Sound Confidence
The Sound Confidence workshop that I’ve
created is intended to help people begin
to conquer their lack of self-confidence
i.e. to create new confidence and possibly
recognise where confidence already exists.
I hope that people will pick up more helpful
ways of communicating so as to prevent
further knocks to their self-confidence. I

37
Sporting Chance
Boxercise and
Mindfulness

believe, from my own experiences, that by
focusing on the words I’m using (sounds
I’m creating) and whether I’m projecting
my voice appropriately that my lack of
self-confidence is not exacerbated by me
worrying about my lack of self-confidence
and feelings of inadequacy. The workshop
involves me describing part of my journey
on my road of recovery, an observation of a
mindfulness exercise, and 3 activities from

Manage your emotions better with
‘up & down’ exercises. Get those
frustrations out then take control
with mindfulness.

a Theatre Studies course that I attend which
helped me recognise my own confidence
issues. Students are under no obligation
to discuss any of their challenges, but are
welcome to do so if they feel safe enough to.

Sporting Chance are offering relaxing keep
Time: 10am-1pm

fit, boxercise classes that will promote the

Day: Friday

benefits of leading a healthy lifestyle. We will

Dates: 12th May

also encouraging participants to socialise and

Location: Broadacre House

promote mindfulness. Our sessions will be

Contact: Recovery College Collective

structured so that we can cater to everyone’s
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Course Leader: Annette Rutherford

Spirituality

individual needs. With frequent breaks and
water provided we intend to break down the
barriers to leading a healthy life.
Individuals can chat to our tutors

This five-week course will provide an

independently for friendly advice regarding

opportunity to explore in a supportive group

things they can do at home to keep up their

how addressing our spiritual needs can help

good work.

our mental well-being. How do we feed our
spirits? How can we best deal with the past

Our gym is based in the Benwell area of

and look forward to the future? We’ll seek

Newcastle at Victoria Enterprise Park, Benwell

to explore the concepts of joy, forgiveness,

Lane, NE15 6LX (5 minutes from Westgate

spirituality, faith, hope, and love. This is for

Centre for Sport).

everybody, whether they are religious or not…
Time: 2pm-4pm
Time: 2pm–4pm

Day: Thursday

Day: Thursday

Dates: 27th April, then weekly thereafter

Dates: June 8th

(excluding half-term break)

Location: Broadacre House

Location: Benwell Lane

Contact: Recovery College Collective

Contact: Recovery College Collective

Course Leader: Stewart Watts

Course Leader: Jamie Cairns
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Suicide
Awareness
Throughout the day we aim to offer a much
greater understanding of suicide and the
challenges that it brings to individuals,
families and communities. There is no
single or correct way to experience the
grief of suicide which often leaves us with a
confusing set of questions.
Time: 9:30am-12:30pm
Day: Wednesday & Friday
Dates: 24th May, 26th May
Location: Broadacre House
Contact: Recovery College Collective
Course Leader: CAMEO

39
Support for Male
survivors of
domestic abuse
40

Have you experienced or are you
experiencing domestic abuse within the
home? Do you feel you have no one to turn
to? If you are a man living in Northumberland
or Tyne & Wear you can join our support
group.

Understanding
M e d i c at i o n

Domestic violence can be difficult to talk

This two-hour workshop explores the practical

about and many men choose to hide their

and physiological impact of taking medication.

experiences from others. We are offering a

It’s an informal discussion group with a senior

safe space with a qualified and experienced

pharmacist that explores issues through

counsellor to help you talk things through.

shared experience. This workshop is suitable

At our monthly support group, in the centre

for anyone who wants to learn more about

of Newcastle, you can meet up with other

medication or for those who are thinking about

men in a similar position, share your story,

changing, reducing or coming off medication.

and look to move forward through resilience

We intend to run this workshop 3 times this

training. Please just come along on the dates/

term.

times shown below.
Time: 1pm-3pm
Time: 6pm-8pm

Day: Friday

Day: Thursday

Dates; Starts 26th May

Dates: 4th May, 1st June, 6th July

Location: Broadacre House

Location: Broadacre House

Contact: Recovery College Collective

Contact: Recovery College Collective
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Understanding
P syc h i at r y
The session will initially describe the
approach taken by psychiatrists in assessing,

42

understanding and treating mental disorder.
It will include briefly the development of
psychiatry as a branch of medicine, looking
at similarities and differences from the
rest of medicine and will also describe the
areas of information that are considered

Very Basic IT
Skills Workshop

important in the history and investigation
and consider the concepts of diagnosis and

From turning the computer on to working

formulation as used by psychiatrists. It will

your way around a keyboard and controlling

set out the approach taken to consider the

a ‘mouse’, David will be delivering a workshop

many different influences on a person’s

that starts at the very beginning. So if

health and how these are taken account of

computers are completely alien to you then

in reaching a conclusion and planning care

don’t be afraid, come and have a go at the

and treatment. We will then look forward to

very practical skills needed to start one up

an interactive discussion about the strengths

and understanding what they can do.

and weaknesses of this approach. Like all
approaches there are limitations, some of

Time: 10am-12pm.

which psychiatrists are aware of, and others

Day: Tuesday (weekly, excluding half-

less so. Others still, are better understood by

term break)

those who use psychiatric services.

Location: Broadacre House
Contact: Recovery College Collective

Facilitated by the former Medical Director
of Northumberland, Tyne and Wear NHS
Foundation Trust
The session will run 2 times this term
Time: 10am-12pm
Day: Wednesday
Date: 21st June
Location: Broadacre House
Contact: Recovery College Collective
Course Leader: Dr Suresh Joseph

Course Leader: David Taws
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WRAP Awareness
A workshop for people who experience
mental health challenges and for those who
care about them. It promotes a structured
approach to developing a range of strategies
to support self-management in recovery from

44

distress. WRAP® (Wellness Recovery Action
Plan) is a plan designed and managed by you
and is designed to:
/ Decrease and prevent intrusive or
troubling feelings and behaviours
/ Increase personal empowerment
/ Improve quality of life

W R A P at
G at es h e a d
Clubhouse
We are also supporting the delivery of WRAP

/ Assist you in achieving your own life

at Gateshead Clubhouse this term. Each

goals and dreams

WRAP at The Clubhouse will take place over 4
mornings on the following dates;

People find that doing WRAP with peers can
give lots of ideas as to how you can increase

Friday March 17th 10-12.30

your wellbeing and plenty of opportunity

Friday March 24th 10-12.30

to bounce ideas off like-minded people. We

Friday March 31st 10-12.30

recommend WRAP for all of our students so we

Friday April 7th 10-12.30

will be running WRAP workshops 4 times this
term;

Friday April 28th 10-12.30
Friday May 5th 10-12.30
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Wrap Drop-In
Have you been on the WRAP
Awareness course?
Would you like to continue to
develop your own WRAP?

Thursday 27th April 10am-4pm

Friday May 12th 10-12.30

Thursday 4th May 10am-4pm

Friday May 19th 10-12.30

Thursday 18th May 10am– 4pm

Friday Jun 2nd 10-12.30

Thursday 25th May 10-4pm

Friday Jun 9th 10-12.30

Do you need help finding your triggers,

Friday Jun 16th 10-12.30

exploring new coping methods or with any

Friday Jun 23rd 10-12.30

other aspect of your WRAP. Do you need

Thursday 8th June 10am-2pm
Thursday 15th June 10am-2pm
Thursday 22nd June 10am-2pm

help to build or refresh your current plan?
Friday July 7th 10-12.30

Our WRAP leader is running a weekly WRAP

Friday July 14th 10-12.30

drop-in for students who have completed

Thursday 29th June 10am-2pm

Friday July 21st 10-12.30

their two-day WRAP Awareness and would

Thursday 6th July 10am-2pm

Friday July 28th 10-12.30

like to discuss or revisit their plans.

Thursday 13th July 10am-2pm
Friday 11th Aug 10-12.30

Time: 3pm-4pm

Location: Broadacre House

Friday 18th Aug 10-12.30

Day: Tuesday

Contact: Recovery College Collective

Friday 25th Aug 10-12.30

Dates: 25th April, 2nd May, 9th May, 16th

WRAP Leader: Sue Barrow

Friday 1st Sep 10-12.30

May, 23rd May, 6th June, 13th June, 20th

WRAP Course Facilitators; Simone

June, 27th June, 4th July, 11th July,

Wiseman, Deb Summerill, Annette

Contact Gateshead Clubhouse

18th July.

Rutherford, Damian Allison, Jamie White,

on 0191 440 9033

Location: Broadacre House

Susan Reid, Emma Herons, Wendy Ritchie,

Worcester Green

Contact: Recovery College Collective

Jonny Blythe

Gateshead NE8 1NH

Course Leader: Sue Barrow
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IN MODEST PRAISE OF ReCoCo:

“How’s it going?”

RECOVERY COLLEGE COLLECTIVE

“S’alright, I guess. Aye, canny”

...............................That’s ReCoCo, right there.
It offers reassurance when an individual
may be facing chaotic circumstances,
services and the system itself are uncertain,
while the wider world can seem to be
reaching ever dizzier heights of cruel
absurdity.
In the scant few months ReCoCo has been
in Broadacre House, the NHS has been
under pressures the likes of which haven’t
been seen before; social care has collapsed;
climate change has accelerated; a brutal
form of politics has taken grim hold on
public discourse; the UK is going to leave
the EU for uncharted choppy waters with
rabid ideologues steering while the nation
itself crumbles and fractures; a
Wotsit-coloured, nylon-thatched huckster
without principles, morals, or wits is the
leader of the free world. The old certainties
are gone, but while others opine about
meeting challenges, being innovative,
yadda, yadda, ReCoCo does it.
Not promising the earth, and then reneging
on those grandiose claims, but being
human, humane, real and actual, pooling
skills, knowledge and talent from all
corners to work and to make things work.
Together. Grounded, not flashily superficial
or glibly condescending. More rough and
tumble, ragged round the edges but where
there is greater debate and dialogue,
connectedness not mere contact.
Not everything can be sorted out and
ReCoCo won’t pretend to fix everything for
everyone, but it does offer purpose,
meaning, change and above all acceptance
and a place to belong.

S’alright, that is.

Being undefined
and unfamiliar.....
It’s brand new so of course it seems
complicated. Only because people try and
automatically fit it into what they already
know. A collaboration, lead by peers, with
the ideology that if we share resources,
connect and empower experts by
experience, then we can strengthen the
whole system.
Even the people closest to ReCoCo have
occasionally struggled to get their head
around what it is. It’s unfamiliar. Third
sector? NHS? A hybrid?. On a purely
people level, it makes absolute sense but
systems are often uncompromising to
innovation. They demand to see a
precedence or computer says no.
We waited 8 months for said computers,
actually. Orders sat on desks of NHS
managers on annual leave, wrong cost
codes where given and 3 months passed
before anyone noticed and the whole
process restarted; sitting in someone’s
inbox waiting for them to have a minute
when they aren’t doing something really
urgent, chasing tails. People are
pressurised constantly with demands and
you cant expect to be a priority, but we
got there. We are resourceful. We made do
whilst we waited for the processes to
catch up.
We are happy to exploit our position
between worlds and take the best from
each one. The NHS is still tied up in risk
aversion and all the paperwork and
avoidance that entails. We aren’t, because
we are able to utilise the (somewhat) less
dogmatic systems that exist in the third
sector. We work jointly and closely and
benefit from immediately cathartic and
knowledge giving relationships. I have
NHS colleagues at their wits end, wanting
to give more but not being able to. Run
absolutely ragged, fulfilling their role as
absorber of human pain and distress
without, now, even getting a de-brief with
a colleague over a cup of tea.

No time, here’s your mobile solution
(laptop). You can type up your Rio notes
in your car, then off to your next
appointment with one of the 50 other
people you have to see in the next two
weeks.
It’s easier when you bring folk together.
We work with a community of people
who support each other, validate each
other, learn from each other and inspire
each other. People overcoming the
disconnect that is mental illness by
coming together, bravely connecting. It’s
not everyone’s cup of tea and there are so
many people who, in their wildest
dreams, couldn’t imagine overcoming the
obstacles, disadvantages, fear to get here
but with enough peer support and
authentic understanding in the whole
system then sparks of hope might
penetrate even the darkest pits of
isolation.

We have 20+ volunteers and they are all
amazing. But we have no budget to pay
them expenses so we are giving fewer
students their bus fares, which seems
shan. Bob is on the case, though, and
looking for a pot of money we can apply
for. Then our current volunteers can
support and deliver to other third sector
organisations; enhancing their skills and
getting them networked should paid roles
come up.
When students become more confident
and dare to think about volunteering, we
struggle with roles other than facilitators
at the moment. So we need supported
external opportunities for folk to realise
their aspirations and of how valuable they
are.
We worry about eventually needing to
close enrolments - so safe, supported
routes out and back to ReCoCo need to
be developed.

Capacity................

It’s in everyone’s interest.

We worry about getting clogged. With
close to 500 students and another 200 or
so group members, we might run out of
room. There are 3 staff in the college and
Alisdair in Launchpad. The classroom
holds 12 comfortably. Particularly for
people who aren’t used to being in a room
with a load of other people. Courses like
WRAP and DBT skills fill up very quickly
because for whatever reasons, secondary
services aren’t providing them as much as
they need to. Sending folk to us instead.

Going off
message.................

INCIDENTALLY – if your CPN or
psychiatrist suggest that you would
benefit from DBT and give you our
number, ask them to provide full DB
Therapy. That’s what you need. We deliver
10 weeks of skills that people find helpful;
you need proper DBT – it lasts a year and
is therapy. DON’T BE FOBBED OFF.

“Lots of our courses aren’t
co-produced. There! I said it.”
I’ve had the odd run in with national
treasures who insist that we don’t fit the
rigid doctrine of what a recovery college
must look like. That we might need to
change our name because we favour the
term collaboration to co-production (????
I know! – I’m not clever enough to know
the difference).
(We use ‘college’ because the people who
come want to learn and want to be called
students, not because we want to mirror
the other colleges)

Many of the courses and workshops are
entirely peer-produced. We didn’t have
the initial investment that other colleges
had but that’s ok. We evolved into
something different as a consequence.
Thankfully we have learnt to rely on our
students to give something back when
they feel brave enough and on their
terms.
We do not rely on them to get involved in
coproducing a course at the invitation of
a clinician, in order to legitimise
something that is still clinical.
If they have an idea for a workshop or a
course that they think will help others in
their recovery we say ‘yes’, and try it out.
What they produce is based on talents and
insights that they have learnt through
their self determination and that’s valid
enough for us. Probably about half of the
courses we offer have some clinical
perspective. We definitely would love
more clinicians involved but everybody is
run ragged in the NHS. Always welcome
though. We would snap your hand off if
you could contribute your professional
experience for nowt. It doesn’t necessarily
have to be clinical either. We have a lead
consultant called Keith delivering a series
of workshops on writing songs of
recovery. We give clinicians the
opportunity to go off message too.
Probably because we are inherently
naughty and understand the need for
adventure and growth.
Most of our collaboration or
co-production – call it what you will, is
done with the third sector and the artists,
activists and outsiders who make up the
wonderful underbelly of Geordie culture.
It suits us and what we do.

Not having had a clinician involved in
developing a workshop wouldn’t stop us
from delivering it, if people found it
helpful. It seems trite to withhold
something useful for the sake of a
doctrine promoted by the privileged few.
As long as people can access what helps.
So maybe we are maverick, but that’s
probably to be expected given where we
come from. And it doesn’t yet seem like a
bad thing. Undoubtedly it could all turn to
shit – but were always ready for that
anyway.
I heard ‘sounds like a day centre’ and
‘make sure it doesn’t turn into a day
centre’ countless times in the first year.
Well it’s not. Its nothing like what people
remember of day centres and yet it
embraces the essential and seemingly
forgotten aspects of what day centres
where good at ‘having something to do’,
and ‘having somewhere to connect’.
People learn that they are worthy and
they make friends, and if someone
wanted to do a jigsaw at the drop in, then
we’d let them. But nobody wears slippers.

Dynamics..............
We are like a great big, dysfunctional
family. Each one of us learning every day.
Lessons that we havnt come across or ran
away from in previous perilous journeys.
How to get on with each other, how to
believe in yourself, how to trust, how to
acknowledge and accept flaws and
fuck-ups, how to apologise and accept
responsibility when you need to.
Recovery is hard work. A whole load of
graft and responsibility enshrined in the
knowledge that life can be unfair and
unsafe for the vulnerable and the young
and that’s probably why you’re here.

People learning about relationships, how
to conduct a friendship, how to return
after a fall out with someone, how to meet
expectations, how to act professionally,
how to tolerate. It occasionally kicks off or
someone will have a proper wobble
because there are difficult lessons to learn.

But its brilliant to see a community
respond to someone upset or angry.
People understand and before us staff are
even out of the office, someone is sitting
or calming or reassuring and it’s the sense
of shared responsibility that makes
distress, however its conveyed, a lesson in
acceptance and belonging.

Money....................
We’ve got none. But we’ve never had
much so we are well accustomed to being
resourceful and promote mutuality all the
time. ‘What assets can you share with us?
We have this’.
We have the same budget for 500 students
that we had for 50 and we cant expect any
more to come because there’s nothing
left, the NHS is quite literally on the bones
of its arse.
We built the place with £500 and were not
ashamed to skip dip when necessary. And
yet what we offer is free.

‘So I can come to the
mindfulness on Monday and
there’s no charge?’
‘No charge.’
‘and the courses, there’s no
charge for them either?’
‘No. You can have a cup of tea
and an Indian head massage as
well if you want. No charge.’

Not just money, but the sense of being an
outsider has kept loads of wellness tools
out of reach for lots of people. But they
are in reach at ReCoCo. You can skill up in
WRAP principles in the morning, a
session of mindfulness in the afternoon,
help someone who is frightened and feel
useful, plan a trip to the cinema with your
new friends, have a gab, have a laugh, and
go home looking forward to next week.
This term Sue will even realign your
chakra on her joyful wellness course and
Sukhi will reiki you well. All of that hippy
stuff? We’ve got it because it helps people
feel in control, people who have had
control taken from them in the past. But
we don’t charge.

So should we charge
those who can afford it?
There’s no money in the system so we
probably need to look outside of the
system to sustain ReCoCo. NTW and the
CCG have been generous, paying the rent
and salaries of our small but smashing
team. When we get our charitable status
we can apply for grant funding but then
we’ll be in competition with struggling
organisations who don’t have the fortune
of substantive salaries or the rent paid for
another year. We are the lucky ones.
So competing against our friends for
what money there is, feels uncomfortable,
although if we do, we are committed to
pursuing joint bids and sharing what we
get.

We were approached by
G4S who told us that lots of
other recovery colleges had
chosen to work with them
in relation to employment
pathways for vulnerable
groups. Well not this one,
Sunshine. We told them to
f**k *ff. But having
principles doesn’t bring in
cash either.
What we are considering is approaching
industry and business organisations who
demonstrate that they take their staff
wellbeing seriously. Perhaps we could
deliver a package for staff who are
struggling with their mental health, or are
on the sick and frightened to go back.
A day of formulation and understanding
why, a couple of days of WRAP,
mindfulness skills, creativity, validation,
peer support, giving back and
recognising strengths, then a day at Bill
Quay Farm – shovelling shite, herding
sheep, chopping trees, making pizzas and
sitting around a camp fire feeling tired,
valued and in control.
That kind of approach could save a
company thousands of pounds. Could we
sell what we do to those who can afford it?
And pass it on to those who can’t?
Something for the Board and the students
to discuss over the next few months.

Life is
challenging..........
For lots of our students, living this long
has been one big challenge so we are
definitely up for it. And if it does go tits up
for whatever reason, we’ll be alright.
We’ve survived worse.
You will hear policy makers obsess about
the need to leave legacy. Looking forward
in anticipation of what mark (smudge)
can be left. Things out there are changing
so rapidly and unrecognisably that any
thoughts of service or policy legacy are
entirely self-indulgent, and probably
narcissistic.
Choose your tribe, believe in your own
individual legacy and the impact you can
make, and help others. We expect it to be
challenging and if it’s not then there’s
something wrong and probably
compliant, with what we’re doing.
And we wouldn’t want that.
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All of hum a n e xist e nce ha s ope ra t e d
in line a r fa shion t o b ring us t o t oda y
a nd t he pinna cle of a ll e nde a vour
t ha t is Re CoCo.
Possib ly.

BIG BANG
Ka -b oom .

FIRE DISCOVERED

Hot stuff. Ke b a b s followe d soon
a fte r.Pa ve d the wa y for the
notorious Re cove ry Colle ge
b a rb e cue s.

CHRISTMAS INVENTED

And turke ys got worrie d . Sa nta =
St Nichola s, a nd St. Nick's is
whe re the Re cove ry Colle ge
sta rte d life . But ha s b e e n ha ppy

IRON AGE

M e ta lhe a d s re joice !

JESUS WEPT

Ab out A D 3 0. Who ha sn't we pt
whe n hitting the ir 3 0s? Showe d

to m ove out.

the va lue of le tting your fe e lings

1337

b e known. Unle ss pla ying poke r,
of course .

B e t h le m Ro ya l Ho s p it a l first
sta rts tre a ting the insa ne .
Be d la m e nsue s. We know the
fe e ling.

1440s

Jo h a nne s Gu t e nb e r g inve nts
m e cha nica l m ova b le type
printing. A fore runne r to this
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U t o p ia .The TV se rie s wa s q uite a
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the two.

1999

La u nch p a d sta rte d , a nd ha s
worke d its ticke t e ve r since .

2012

First m ove s to se t up the
Re co ve r y Co lle ge with N TW .
Soon we nt off-m e ssa ge , History
ha s prove d us right to plough our
own furrow. O ur b rows a re a lso
furrowe d , b ut we 've e a rne d those
wrinkle s, tha nk you ve ry m uch.

2014/15

La unchpa d a nd Re cove ry Colle ge
a nd loa d s of othe r groovy M H
folk com e toge the r to cre a te
Re Co Co , a nd to re cre a te the
a tm osphe re of 1 97 0s
Am ste rd a m in the wond e rful

THE FUTURE
Be longs to you a nd us. To ge t h e r
co lle ct ive ly (a nd with the je tpa cks we we re prom ise d b y
Tom orrow's World ).

B r o a d a cr e Ho u s e .

RECOVERY COLLEGE COLLECTIVE
System

What we
cost…............
#∞∞•–≠•®∞•#
*********************************************
- Total cost for ReCoCo 2016-2017 *********************************************
RECOVERY COLLEGE

3 x staff salary + ‘on costs’
£70,000
+
running costs & student / volunteer expenses
£6,000

LAUNCHPAD

salary + running costs / volunteer expenses
£44,000
SUBTOTAL = £130,000

+
rent for space at Broadacre House
£31,000

TOTAL =

£161,000

Since you started attending ReCoCo...
Do you have more confidence in your own ability?

YES

NO

MAYBE

88%

8%

4%

Do you feel that your motivation has increased?

YES

NO

MAYBE

91%

3%

6%

Do you feel more confident around people?

YES

NO

MAYBE

95%

4%

1%

Have your goals or aspirations changed?

YES

NO

MAYBE

73%

17%

9%

Would you be interested in volunteering or
further education if we offered you peer support?
YES

NO

MAYBE

85%

9%

6%

If you use mental health services such as CPN,
do you feel that you’ve had less contact with them?
YES

NO

MAYBE

53%

47%

0%

Do you think you might have visited your GP less?

YES

NO

MAYBE

36%

64%

0%

INCREASE IN RECOCO STUDENTS 2016-2017

500

400

Would you recommend ReCoCo to friends
and family if they needed something similar?

300

HIGHLY
LIKELY

LIKELY

UNLIKELY
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Recovery
College
Effectiveness
Review;
Dr Selma Ebrahim, Heidi Mayer,
Jane Freeman, Dr Elodie Gair.
September 2016.

TYPE OF TEST

Mean at registration Mean after first term
with the
with the
Recovery College
Recovery College
(Time 1)
(Time 2)

Mean after second
term with the
Recovery College
(Time 3)

Improvement in
means

SWEMWBS Total Metric
Score Time 1 - 2
comparison

17.5 (50)

20.2 (50)

SWEMWBS Total Metric
Score Time 2 - 3
comparison

n/a

20.2 (25)

21.0 (25)

0.8 (25)

SWEMWBS Total Metric
Score Time 1 - 3
comparison

16.9 (24)

n/a

21.2 (24)

4.3 (24)**

Empower Flower Total
Score Time 1 - 2
comparison

2.7 (47)

14.4 (47)

n/a

11.7 (47)**

Empower Flower Total
Score Time 2 - 3
comparisoncomparison

n/a

11.9 (21)

17.7 (21)

5.8 (21)*

Empower Flower Total
Score Time 1 - 3
comparison

-1.6 (21)

n/a

17.9 (21)

19.5 (21)**

n/a

2.7 (50)**

Results.........................
The Empower Flower and SWEMBS indicate
improvements in wellbeing and across a
number of life domains. Satisfaction with the
service is high. Students see the service as
unique, accepting and enabling. Students
develop a sense of hope, confidence and
aspirations which enable them to move forward;
this has a positive impact on work-related
activity and service use. The Recovery College
model encourages organisational culture
change through enabling lived experience to be
valued. By developing partnerships across
organisations it also increases sustainability.

**Significance p < .001
*Significance p = .003

Mean at registration with the Recovery College (Time 1)

25

Mean after second term with the Recovery College (Time 3)

20

The Recovery College is a cost-effective way to

15
10
5
16.9

21.2

-1.6

17.9

0
SWEMWBS Total Metric Score

-5

Conclusions..............

Empower Flower Total Score

QUESTIONNAIRE
(SWEMWBS 24 datasets, Empower Flower 21 datasets)

Figure 4: Comparison of mean total
scores between registration (Time 1) and
the end of students’ second term (Time 3)
at the Recovery College

provide a supportive but challenging
recovery-orientated environment which
promotes student’s ability to build
self-confidence and skills, enabling them to
connect with others and progress towards
independence and valued goals. This
complements more traditional mental health
services and may promote more positive,
recovery orientated attitudes as such experience
is valued in Peer Support Worker and other
roles.

4.2.1.

The quality of recovery-supporting
care themes: unique contribution,
stigma and safe place
The Recovery College fills a gap that isn't covered by
other services and benefitted from being peer-led:

I feel the recovery college is
unique. Pioneering in recovery
amongst peers

There is nothing like this
in other areas - this service
is invaluable

The fact it's peer-run
makes all the difference

I haven't felt like I belong
anywhere until I started
coming to the recovery college

Students felt they weren't judged and seen as a person
rather than someone with mental health problems:

You see me as a person not just
someone with a mental illness

Much better than any other
service I've used as I feel the
humanistic approach is used

Brilliantly
put together/facilitated.
Never judged, feel like I can

We were all valued for our
individuality

fit in and be myself

Students felt the Recovery College provided a safe and
positive environment when they needed support:

The environment has been
non-judgemental. It's restored
my faith in people

Yes. I feel safe, comfortable,
cosy here. A good place to make
a start to try & grow so much

I have found a safe place

I do feel safe here - that is
massive for me

4.2.2.

Achievement of individual recovery
goals themes: learning,
social support, and social skills
Students felt the courses run by the Recovery College
answered important questions and built student's skills
on how to manage their behaviour and problems:

[Learned] how to cope

Answered some questions

in a moment of anxiety/crisis

about why I am the way I am

and how to control these situations

and helped me

This course has shown me
I am learning how to recognise

coping strategies for when

my thoughts and actions

I'm anxious or in crisis

accept some of my problems

Students reported feeling less alone, making friends
and being able to meet others with similar problems:

Kept my mind busy, made friends,

I have found that there are other

It has been

have learnt new skills,

like-minded people out there. I have

a very good experience.

not felt so alone

struck confidence that won’t run dry

I don't feel so isolated

This is brilliant, more understanding,
like a family,
no longer isolated

Students felt the Recovery College gave them
an opportunity to develop their social skills:

I have never felt at home around
Learning to be around people. Feel
like I can try out more similar things

My attitude to people -

people, or felt I could be myself.

not to lose my head

It helped me to appreciate

I can here, my time here

with anybody

the views of others

has been brilliant and
I want to give something back

4.2.4.

Achievement of socially valued
goals themes: work/volunteering
and recovery
Students felt inspired to take up volunteering
opportunities or get paid work:

I am more driven to
become a peer support worker.
More driven to make a change

I am going forward as
a paid peer support worker

The possibility of becoming
a volunteer at the college
came up and seems like
something I could do

I never dreamed I'd be
co-facilitating let alone
facilitating my own course

Students felt more positive about their recovery
and saw the Recovery College as an inspiration and
something that had a significant influence on them:

I will miss it when
I eventually have to leave.
Massive in my recovery

My time here has been
brilliant and inspirational,
it's a fantastic place & think
it's doing amazing things.

Yes, I want recovery now
[when asked about their
goals/aspirations]

The courses have given me
a "breakthrough" in terms of
getting help among others

4.2.5.

Quality of life and wellbeing
themes: sense of purpose &
belonging, confidence
Students felt the Recovery College kept them busy or
helped them by making them leave the house and
made them feel part of something:

The college and people in it
have accepted me / made me
feel part of something good

Having something to look
forward to. Keeping my mind

Having a sense of worth,
purpose and social aspect

occupied

Very helpful...got me out
the house and talking

Students reported a significant improvement in their
self-esteem and self-confidence:

I have more motivation &
confidence to want to achieve
what I want in life

Feel more confident
& learning how to use all the
tools given to me

Friendly, open, honest and
life changing & also boosted
my self-esteem

The recovery college are
helping boost my self-esteem

What have you found helpful about the course? Expressing myself more easily | Being with others who feel the same | Everyone in the group sharing their experience | Meeting new people and learning more about people opportunities | Ask me again in 6 months.

Sharing experiences | Refreshing the WRAP has been very helpfulI have grasped a really good understanding of wrap and how to use it with those I work with | Breakdown of a wrap into the 8 sections and each one explained | just doing something that I have not d

easy to follow and can help you in your daily life – something solid and helpful | Everything | How to cope in a moment of anxiety/crisis and how to control these situations. I found the sessions very helpful and I am more able to cope in a crisis. | The course has st

people who have similar mental health issues to myself and learning how to put into place your personal WRAP | Gave me an insight into the cause of some of my problems | Learning that my childhood has affected my brain, there is a reason why I’m like I am | Pe
closeness of the group | Being around people, a purpose to the week, to socialise again and have been deep, important and adult conversations | I found the course helpful in the following way that I’m allowed to be joyful, that dark days don’t last forever. | It’s good

savouring the positive moments. Being grateful for what we have. Optimism and being introduced to Martin Seligmans theory. | Using my creative skills to build a personal installation | interaction with new people | Peer support and learning new skills, never don

understand (e.g. hearing voices) and normalise this. Enjoyment/fun. | I now feel motivated to do stuff at home. | Made new friends, provided a much needed distraction, gave me some time being independent in a supportive new environment. | Learnt coping strat

people and hearing about their experiences and learning skills from them. | Absolutely everything, It has been an extremely positive help for my life and my family thereafter. I have learnt a huge amount of skills to help manage. | Learning new skills around self so

friendships and learning new skills. | Social aspect, spending time with others and feeling that I won’t be judged. I am able to talk about things that most people don’t understand (e.g. hearing voices) and normalise this. Enjoyment/fun. | I now feel motivated to do s

therapist. The fact that Chauntelle has lived experience and can give loads of practical examples helps. | I have learnt more skills to help with my recovery. | Critical Voice | Being in an informative and relaxing setting, I enjoyed it very much. | It is useful to learn ho

some questions about why I am the way I am and helped me accept some of my problems | Education and certificates for future career | Better understanding of why I am the way I am | The information on abuse + neglect, the clinical formulation and discussion w

| The people on the course + facilitators. What we learnt whilst on the course | I think the information & literature was great. Different activity's and discussions have been powerful | I have found that there are other like minded people out there. I have struck confid

from each other and identifying. The wide range of subjects & issues covered | Very | Cosy, closeness, sharing, relaxed. | Touching on deeper issues & topics - more profound | Everything | So much - I have learnt more about myself/what is important to me and wha

others and reinforced my beliefs about compassion and kindness | Very helpful got me out the house and talking | Talking to others & having something to do | I get out of the house and am able to be creative | It's got me back into arts+crafts, when I hadn't done it

creative. Feeling supported and worthy | Meeting others and similar problems. Encouraged to use my creativity | Very interesting group. It helps you as a individual to grow and we support each other | Being with people who have similar mental health issues as me

these situations | Sense of feeling more able “to cope” in a crisis. | Everything | Excellent course and facilitator | The concept of having a plan in place that is available for you to turn to – written and devised by yourself according to your knowledge of yourself and b

mindfulness, and reaction skills | Starting to understand myself | The interaction of the whole group (share so much & offer constructive advice) | Mood changing techniques | Ways of Ealing with things | I have been relaxing to follow it | It has been a very good exp

of myself I thought were lost | Kept my mind busy, made friends, Have learnt new skills, not felt so alone | I have found it very helpful and it has made me realise what areas of work I want to be in | The teaching was enthusiastic and clear | Learnt and discover abou

can contribute without pressure | Michelle is very validating and supportive, todays room was better. | Yes, I felt the trainer encouraged everyone to speak. | Yes supported me to start facilitating courses. | Ground rules and general acceptance of all members of staff

expectations | Yes- No one judges you | Yes! Everyone relaxed and it was very nice. | Maybe valued but yes, accepted. | Yes, because it’s a nice environment and everyone is friendly | Not Sure | I feel part of something | We are all peers here. There isn’t another learnin

wall people, people like experiences. | Peer support | That everyone has shared experiences therefore I feel it’s easier to talk to people. | Safe place with positive open atmosphere, more comfortable discussing mental health | Yes – having a calm space. | yes I felt liste

supportive, todays room was better. | Yes, I felt the trainer encouraged everyone to speak. | Yes supported me to start facilitating courses. | It’s a cosy room and environment, it felt safe to be here and to speak freely, openly and to be able to confide in the group. Neil

was achieved by listening without judgement and accepting people as they are. | Yes you do feel accepted. | Meet where a person can be calm and very chilled | The orange room is a nice and calming room and the people were nice. | I felt I could open up more. | I h
and informal atmosphere | Putting the skills I already have to use. | yes everyone was given time to express themselves and I was listened to | Yes, I felt very welcome and accepted. | Yes the atmosphere and work make people feel they are accepted and valued. | Yes

peer support works well with the people in the course and explains everything helpful and useful. | Yes the group was fun, all the participants were kind to each other, we were all valued and accepted. | Yes, tutor was excellent | Yes | Yes Fab teacher | Yes I felt like ev
is relaxed, peaceful and informal and people are friendly to each other. | Yes – good management, good facilitators, staff that listen and respond thoughtfully, great support and lots of options of courses too | Yes the relaxed and informal atmosphere and nobody is

important | A close & relaxed group, a calm welcoming environment | The recovery college is my safe place | Yes, see below | I feel totally comfortable here. Feel I matter here and never feel excluded | Yes, I finally feel a sense of belonging somewhere…Tyneside reco
encouraging, no pressure & relaxed atmosphere | Yes - facilitation + other staff helpful, encouraging, warm, listen + problem solve | Yes, every time I enter I'm welcomed and offered support by the support workers and students | Yes, well decorated, friendly, warm,

respectful | I felt valued and welcome the whole time I attended the recover college | It is refreshing to come to a place + not have to pretend so much about how you're feeling | Yes, our voices are listened to and we are valued as individuals. Seen as people not diag

here - That is massive for me | Yes, I haven't felt like I belong anywhere until I started coming to the recovery college | We have felt valued and accepted. A place you can have ups and downs and not be judged | Definitely, I have always felt accepted and welcomed w

have, empathy, compassion and lots of laughs | Yes, It was great, everyone bonded | The environment has been non judgemental. It's restored my faith in people | Yes. I feel safe, comfortable, cosy here. A good place to make a start to try & grow | So much | I felt very

accepted me / made me feel part of something good | Yes, Bell is very welcoming | Nice place, very relaxed and full of nice people | Yes, Listening to each other and including each other | Yes, It's a very relaxed atmosphere. | Because everybody here has had similar e

welcoming | We feel very valued and accepted. We listen to eachother and try to accept people | Yes, through respect & welcoming learning in a relaxed environment | The new atmosphere of Broadcherhouse with Launchpad and the Recovery College under one ro

with others and engaging – the courses have given me a “breakthrough” in terms of getting help among others. | Non-judgmental and openly accepting | Yes, we were all valued for our individuality | How do we compare with other services that you have used? Wh

support, lived expert delivery, applicability to my own life/my work | Peer led | Relaxed atmosphere. | There are no other services | There are no other services like Broadacre College | Peer Aspect, atmosphere, rooms are open and welcoming, relaxed, informative- A

acceptance – friendly, supportive staff – no pressure – just good classes, good company and a place to build and progress. Really excellent and I hope and wish they are all over the country to help people who need support and structure in their existence when tryi

is run and delivered by people who have experienced and are living with/ managing mental health issues | Much more relaxed and more emphasis on the users/peer support | Belter, less formal, more relaxed, able to take breaks. | Facilities are warm and not clinical

to access from a physical point of view and it’s also easier to get course information from you | The course has been less intense than others that I have accessed through other service providers. | I feel that you can talk more here because the group seems great. | Ve

inclusive, wide understanding of MH issues, non-judgemental and free! | It is very well organised and well planned. | It is very relaxing to follow this course, the organisation is good. | You are more understanding and caring, people all get on. | It was easy to follow

not just telling me what to do. | Becoming more compassionate. | More informal and fun. | The informal nature and variety of courses on offer. | Tyneside women’s health brought me out of myself – inflicted isolation, but Recoco have been great at help me move fu

concentrates on mental health needs and can therefore be supportive in this one area. | More accepting, less pressure to ‘succeed’ and ‘get better’ – feels less like a failure and less frustrating. | I can work at my own pace in an environment where I feel accepted and

without being overwhelming. Have also started to be more social outside of the recovery college and feel less hated. | Better, the open plan and relaxed atmosphere means interaction between groups. | Staff more knowledgeable about art and trained in supporting p

welcoming | more relaxed, and content of the courses are so well thought out | I feel the recovery college is unique. Pioneering in recovery amongst peers | I am comfortable and able to be myself and to know | More relaxed most of the time and feels more casual th

the fact you can just pop in | Diversity of course, peer support, connection with other service users | TRC is for less formal, I can drop-in whenever I need to | There is nothing like this in other areas this service is invaluable | I think the courses you do are more rew

understanding | Person cantered facilitators, staff and students. I've never had that before | n/a | Favourably, the use of the word "we" (as in humanity). | This is brilliant, more understanding like a family, no longer isolated | Peer-led here people understand | It's fun

option. You allow us to choose what we do | Peer-led, confidential | Good lectures + everybody joined in | We are listened to and our opinions matter | Much better than any other service I've used as I feel the humanistic approach is used | Peer support lead. Safe, so

everyway | closer group | Very accepting | This is my first of many | It's unique - there is no other place like it! | I feel comfortable here | I feel free here -I can be myself | Your not pressured and it makes you less stressed | Helpful being able to access activities quickly

reflecting | Others are still amazing but here is love, courage, patience and spirit of understanding | Classes and college is taught and delivered by people who have experienced and are living with/managing mental health issues. | More laidback, not mandatory and

this to compare it | Are your goals or aspirations different to when you started the course? No – they certainly seem more achievable though. | I like the subject matter in the course. It changes my and goals and aspirations and gives me a new goal to follow. | My as

hated/have problems with self-confidence, I feel they are talking about me in a negative way) | I now have plans for the future before I was just existing from day to day. | I am less focused on getting a job and more motivated to get well. | This session has helped m

building confidence, more likely to become a facilitator/ peer support worker | Being grateful for everything | My goals and aspirations are the same. | Yes, more confident with group members. | I feel more open with others and more motivated to try different skills

are actually what I want. | I have more confidence in my self and hope to stick it. | I now know the meaning of my own spirituality and to recognise that I can make decisions on my own. | I want to focus on my future more and the belief that I have one and I have m

DBT and other stuff/ courses are worth doing and recovery is obtainable. | Id quite like to start a childhood group with one of the other people on the course. | Making new goals as I have achieved my last goal with your support. | Yes, I didn’t enjoy mindfulness but

things to be positive | The course has shown me coping strategies when anxious or in a crisis | Just reinforcing the things I have already learnt and building upon them. | Yes I am more hopeful of recovery | I want to ensure I am fully empowering when doing a wra

tools given to me | I feel I am more equipped to deal with life now than before I started | More courses | I never dreamed I'd be co-facilitating let alone facilitating my own course | I am more positive about my goals and believe that I can move on | My goals + aspirat

now have confidence in myself | The possibility of becoming a volunteer at the college came up and seems like something I could do | I've learnt more about the college + might become involved | No but they seem to be more achievable | No I want to be trained an

focused and achievable | No | My aspirations are the same but have flourished into reality & are better than I could of on my own | I am more driven to become a peer support worker. More driven to make a change | No | Self belief improved | No | Yes, I was scared to

activities that feed my spirit such as nature and mindfulness. | I will help other people more | No | Not sure | I have more motivation & confidence to want to achieve what I want in life | No | To try different things in running my group | Yes, want to talk and feel a bi

recovery now | I want to do more creative stuff | My goals have changed | Yes, I am more hopeful of recovery | Re-enforcing things I have already learned and building upon them. | This course has shown me coping strategies for when I’m anxious or in crisis | I am

regards to changing my mind-set | If ReCoCo were able to offer you peer support to access volunteering or further education, would you be interested? Oh yes! | Yes | Yes | Maybe volunteering | Yes! | Yes | N/A Student Nurse | Yes | Yes | Yes | Most definitely | They alr

very interested in peer support course and co-facilitating art and DBT | Yes | Yes and I do so. | Yes this is the first time I have co-facilitated and now I’m ready to facilitate. | Yes, I would. | Yes | Yes | Yes! | Not at the moment | yes | yes definitely | Possibly | Yes, I'm inter
already am through the recovery college | Yes | Yes | Yes | Yes | Volunteering maybe, or helping work In future + applying for jobs | Yes | Yes | Yes | Maybe at some point | Yes | Absolutely - I'd be interested in volunteering here | Yes - I'd like to volunteer | No Thanks |

Yes | Yes | Yes | Yes | I already am | Possibly would need to know more | Very interested | Yes | Yes coming Friday to sign up | Not sure - Maybe in the future, I'd like to find out more | Yes | Yes | Yes, I think so | I already am but would love to become a peer support wor
time I have co-facilitated and now I’m ready to facilitate | If you use mental health services, do you feel that you have had less contact with them since you started attending ReCoCo? I haven't spoke to a care manager or psychiatrist for some time | Yes | Ive kept in

help. | Yes | The same | N/A | N/A | No | Yes – less contact | Yes | Yes | No | I see the psychiatrist less now and may soon be discharged as my health has improved. | I haven’t contacted the person who’s dealing with my case for a little while. | N/A | None | No | N/A | ye

course | No contact at all | Yes I was discharged a year ago | Haven’t had any! I feel let go of. | Only been here for a couple of months, so not really in the full DBT program | N/A | Yes | Actually yes the next time I see my CPN I will inform her of the benefits of attendin

to clinical for my liking | Yes, I've recently completed a CBT course with Gateshead Talking Therapies | Yes, less contact with GP (every 3/4 weeks) | I’d rather receive help here – I’m more comfortable here. | was discharged from the molineux psychiatric departmen

could do, I am paying for help privately till I can’t pay anymore. | I talk through my problems with my peers. | Less contact with care manager as more stable and getting additional support HERE | I have new skills for when in crisis | Using support network here rath

busy but crucially doing things I enjoy and feel valued. | Through trust and belief | I think next year it will change | Supported here | I guess because I have allowed myself to think about me. | I have to see them regularly for different types of support specific therapy

with them is nowhere near as sufficient as is required | Just the same | It's only been 2 weeks | Yes | No I am in full DBT - but makes discharge less scary | Yes, I only attend the recovery college now | n/a | At the moment I have no contact | Yes | Yes, I was signed off |

dependant on them | Yes | n/a | Yes | About the same | Yes | No I maintained some contact | I have a good connection with my CPN and psychiatrist since, before and now | Yes | My contact with CPN etc. has not changed | I have found my own support in many way
my thoughts and actions | I think because some of my needs are being met better by the college | I must be coping better | Because I have learned mindfulness skills to help calm my emotions | I have found other helpers | I have felt more well in myself, so I haven't

support and help | I am managing much better and getting out more | I feel like I am able to live with my condition and am on the path to recovery | rarely need to see the GP cause the college helps me so well | N/A | Because being a student & volunteer at Broadacr

coming to Recovery College for 5 weeks | My mind-set is more stable | I still see my GP, and a psychologist at CRISIS and also a progression coach – but main contact and source of help is here | Because my mental well-being needs are being met | Do you think you

coming here in February, still baby steps but my GP. Family and friends have noticed the difference. | No | N/A | Yes | Definitely | Yes | No | Had a blip so been to GP for meds | Na | N/A as I see CPN and Psychiatrist | Maybe | Too early to say | Yes | NO | I have not seen
so I'm reluctant to go | Don’t really go | It's only been 2 weeks | I have never visited GP since coming to recover college | No | Yes | Hopefully | Yes | Yes | Yes | No | Yes | Discharged | N/A | No, about the same | No | About the same | Less contact with my GP | N/A | Yes |

Getting out and having a routine is good for me. Some of the discussions have been interesting and talking about my problems has been therapeutic | Talking, socializing. Bit of company, lots of things | Expressing myself more easily | Indulgence | Lots of things |

done for years | Mindfulness exercises | Excellent course and facilitator, the concept of having a plan in place that is available for you to turn too – written and devised by yourself according to your knowledge of yourself and behaviours/needs. A plan which is

trengthened my advanced statement work by doing this similar group which has helped me understand or reinforce my wellness and wellbeing if my situation deteriorates or just keeping up to date with my optimal mental health/ like a safety catch. | Being with

eer support, structured way of thinking about child abuse – without the aims and structure it could become winding and endless | All of it | Broadened horizons, tried to find other outlets for spirituality eg Buddhism | Silent debates, the poems and scriptures, The
to talk amongst the group | Yes it gives me more meaning to my life | I have learnt acceptance and a lot about accepting myself | yes some of the comments and advise I found helpful for some of the talks too | Focusing on the positives in life and thinking about

ne mosaics before. | There is peace to do your work, it is relaxing. | Meeting people, making friendships and learning new skills. | Social aspect, spending time with others and feeling that I won’t be judged. I am able to talk about things that most people don’t

tegies and being involved in the session has been beneficial to my learning | Extending my knowledge re:DBT, Interpersonal skills, Relationships | Learning more about what DBT is and all the different skills there are. Also being in a group with different kinds of

oothe and self-care, managing your critical inner voice and being your own therapist. The fact that Chauntelle has lived experience and can give loads of practical examples helps. | Making the right decision and getting the right answers! | Meeting people, making

stuff at home. | Made new friends, provided a much needed distraction, gave me some time being independent in a supportive new environment. | Learning new skills around self soothe and self-care, managing your critical inner voice and being your own

ow to arrange flowers in the correct way. | I find it relaxing and a friendly and jolly environment. | It was easy to follow, Carolyn was good. | Very relaxing activity. | The whole course has been very informative. Was difficult at times exploring certain stuff | Answered

with the group | Learning about myself + others | All of it | The course has been very educational and taught me to be more understanding about the matter | Spending time with peers and developing my understanding of the wide variety of meanings peer support

dence that wont run dry | Being with the other students and discussing things | We all grew | It has given me a valuable insight into peer support | Everything I've learned. Caring facilitators | Hearing how brave and courage's all of my peers areThe peers, learning

at feeds my spirit. | Given me hope + happiness | Sharing | New friends that can be trusted and have different opinions | Meeting new people with different perspectives & knowledge, & being able to learn from one another | It helped me to appreciate the views of

t for years. I feel competent again | People have made me so welcome and comfortable. I've made friends for life | Yes, indeed it was very therapeutic and creative. I also made a lot of friends | Being able to talk openly with out criticism. To be able to let go and be

e. | The course has strengthened my “Advanced statement work” by doing the similar group which has helped me understand and reinforce my wellness and wellbeing if my situation deteriorates. | How to cope in a moment of anxiety/crisis and how to control

behaviour/needs. | Knowing there are people who can help what ever and whoever we are | How I can keep myself safe enough to learn more of my triggers | Finding out about 'wellness tools' and triggers | The whole content | I have aspects of the course such as,

perience. I have felt welcomed and accepted | Keeping myself busy, learning new skills and making friends | Having something to look forward to. Keeping my mind occupied | Meeting + talking to / listening to others | I've found companionship, warmth and parts

ut myself and my responsibilities | Everything - from the information on the WRAP to the mindfulness techniques We want to create a place where people feel valued and accepted. Have we managed to do this? Yes relaxed atmosphere, listened too and feel like I

ff and service users. | Yes because I don’t feel inferior here. | Nothing I can think of, the staff and the people make the place. | Yes, setting the ground rules as a class at the beginning has been good for making me feel valued and accepted | Yes- No stigma or

ng environment like it. | Its a lot more relaxed and feels almost like a drop in, not stifling or scary. | Peer led courses by people who know what we are on about | Never been to place like this | Being peer led it helps lower my defensive barriers | Colourful, off the

ened to, it was a safe environment to share my opinions and develop my ideas | the recovery college has a peaceful , relaxed, inclusive vibe | Yes relaxed atmosphere, listened too and feel like I can contribute without pressure | Michelle is very validating and

l has made us all feel valued and totally accepted, whatever our beliefs. He has helped me to see what I am and shown me how hope is there for the future. | Yes I felt very comfortable with this group and the group leaders were very warm and welcoming. | Yes this

have only been come in the course in last one or two sessions so need more time to judge. | Yes by helping me develop my confidence and allowing me to grow at my own pace and supporting me to take the next steps. | More inviting space | Better more variety
we know it’s a safe space and there’s always people around. | Yes | Yes I have felt at easy with the other participants. | Everybody is kind and relaxed, it is a fabulous place. | Yes staff and student are accepting and welcoming, non-judgemental and friendly. | Our

veryone in the group accepted me and I felt confident and able to share skills. | Yes everybody was and is very welcoming and friendly. | I think you have, you make people accepted by giving them attention and treating them as respectful people. | Yes, the setting
left out. | Yes I felt accepted and made new friends, my contribution was valued by staff and other service users through complimenting my work and encouraging me. | More publicity, I have never heard of the college | Yes, every member of staff assures me I am

overy | Yes, everyone is treated equally and accepted for who they are | You have managed to do this by giving me work to do | Yes, I feel safe in Tyneside Recovery College | Yes, people have helped me and listened to my ideas | Yes, all staff are friendly and
comfortable atmosphere & the staff are friendly | Yes, definitely by making me feel comfortable and understanding me | The attitude of the people around makes you feel valued and accepted | Yes, the learning atmosphere was conducive to learning and was

gnosis | Yes I feel like my emotions are validated here | Yes, no pressure, friendly, relaxed, helpful being with people with similar experiences | Everyone was listened to and valued as individuals | Not judgemental, feel like I it in. Everyone was friendly | I do feel safe

when at the recovery college | Definitely | Yes, Everyone shows each other respect | Yes, clear guidelines agreed about mutual respect | Yes, very good | Yes, everyone is treated the same | Yes - No more classroom arguments to trigger my anxiety | You certainly

y valued and accepted on this course - everyone was encouraged to join in | Yes felt very welcome | Very much so | Yes, by having a chance | Yes, this is my safe place with people I like & respect. Where I feel respected not judged | The college and people in it have

experiences, I feel accepted and understood | 127% Jolene is brilliant and so is everyone I've met once being here | I feel apart of something new and very special | Yes, it made me feel accepted and worthy. I could just be me | Yes, everyone is so friendly and

oof is convenient. | A newer and nicer building compared to the old one | Every sessions has been relaxed and informal. | Very positive facilitators, “down to earth and amiable” | Yes, trust, confidentiality and empathy | Feel more confident as myself | Interacting

hat makes us different? I am unable to compare as I have not used other services. | Feel safer here, it’s so relaxing | No comparison, relaxed, boundaries, experts by experience | I haven’t used any similar services | I’m listened to – people really care here. | Peer

ACCEPTED | Much less formal | Because I don’t feel pressured its comfortable every service has helped me really | Can’t Compare | I’ve never experienced anything like this to compare it too. | The Welcoming and relaxing atmosphere – it feels like a place of

ing to overcome difficulties. | First service I have seen like this | The fact that the recovery college is user led. | More laid back and not mandatory or stressful, nothing is forced upon you, you do how much you want, when and where you want | Classes and college

l | The staff and big open spaces | It’s such a well thought out course, very powerful and the warmth and empathy are second to none. I feel that we have been treated as individuals and no matter what we all believe it is respected and acknowledged | You are easier

ery straight forward and educational | I came back here | You don’t look at the clinical side of things | I find that some people can speak there minds which is good it takes more time for me to speak out as I know people first other than that its been ok | More

w. | More creative | It is structured but ‘relaxed’ you feel at ease. You do not feel ‘examined, judged us probably the word that I meant. | Free to use, don’t have to wait months for an appointment. Helping me to develop my skills and working with me to go forward,

urther away from isolation, along with Chilli Studios. | You compare well with other services I have used, you seem different because you give people attention. | This is a good service and it offers a lot of support to mental health users. It’s different because it

d understood. | Focus is on what I can do and small achievements really helps. | You listen and respond appropriately. | Time spent with others – something I don’t usually do much of because I find it hard. | This has increased my confidence and been challenging

people with mental health problems, made it a very safe place to be in where I didn’t feel lost, left out or unable to participate. | Very much like a job club although we are dealing with emotions and health | This place is far more relaxed, less rigid and thus more

han TWH | Less formal, very interpersonal | It is mixed genders and everyone is so open and friendly | It seems to be a good service. I think the recovery college takes time | You concentrate on mental health issues | I don't use other services | More open & accessible

warding | Just as good as chill study but entirely peer-led | Tutor understands students and values them as individuals | I haven't used any services like this before | The other services I've used have been very much focused on treatment | Non-judgemental, friendly,

n | Much more supportive, but also helping to deal with issues and esteem problems | Brilliantly put together/facilitated. Never judged, feel like I can fit in and be myself | I feel accepted & validated here. There's a sense of togetherness as a group | You give us an

ocial environment | I identified with everyone on the course, it was really welcoming & made me feel valued | You see me as a person not just someone with a mental illness | Informal/friendly/down-to-earth. User-friendly, accepting | It's been really helpful in

y | Don't get judged | The fact it's peer-run makes all the difference | Everyone understands that sometimes it's not ok and that makes it easier to be here | Friendly, open, honest and life changing. & Also boosted my self-esteem | Hands on, setting goals and

d isn’t stressful | First service I have seen like this | Welcoming and relaxed atmosphere – feels like a place of acceptance | Friendly, supportive staff – no pressure, just good classes, good company and a place to build progress | I’ve never experienced anything like

spirations have changed somewhat, I feel like I now have more concentration and a bit more confidence. | Yes – after testing things out a bit here, practicing talking with others, I feel more able to interact with people outside of the recovery college (I usually feel

me to become more self aware of my own emotions | More knowledgeable | No | I would like to continue with more Art courses next term to be able to undertake more complex Art. | I now actually have some goals, I was ‘drifting’ before and felt pretty hopeless. | Yes,

s | It is useful to arrange flowers, this knowledge makes a difference to my goals and aspirations. | Yes I feel more confident and I can talk to people and ive learnt a new skill. | Yes | No | Looking forward without over thinking | No but I am more sure that my goals

more to offer | I’ve started maths and English at college which is good. | Yes I trust people more, not like strangers | Yes I have an idea where to go in the future | Yes – I have managed to let go of grief I had | I am thinking more about my future | Yes, continuing

t I really do now, the course was helpful in changing my mind-set. | I just feel better for coming out, attending something – having a sense of worth – purpose – social aspect – it boast morale while not being too pressured. | I am thinking about the future and

ap, it is not a serial tick box exercise | N/A | Yes I have structure, coping mechanisms and insight | Not sure | I go forward instead of treading water | n/a | No, though I do see them as being far more achievable | No | Feel more confident & learning how to use all the

tions have increased a bit | No | I think this has been the only group present I have been involved in and completed & appreciated | Yes, I'm feeling a lot more creative | No | I have been looking for more voluntary and volunteers at Bryson's in Gateshead | No | Yes, I

nd work for recovery college | I feel more hopeful of the future. I've enrolled in more courses | No they have been reinforced | Yes, more confident and I understand more + want to help | no | I didn't believe that I could do anything, my goals have become more

o be me and doubtful of progression of myself. | No | No I have achieved everything I set out to achieve | Learning to be around people. Feel like I can try out more - similar things | My attitude to people not to loose my head with anybody | I am going to do more

it more comfortable around people | Not that much, I feel better about things generally | I am still finding myself learning new things helping me reach my goals | My goal was to be more social able which I have been | I want to do more with art | Yes | Yes, I want

m thinking about the future | I feel better for coming out and attending something | Having a sense of worth, purpose and social aspect | Boosts morale while not being too pressured | Yes – I didn’t enjoy mindfulness but I really do now. | Course was helpful in

ready are! | Yes | Yes | Yes | Yes | Yes I might be interested | Yes I already am. | Yes | Already | yes | YES | They already do.| Yes definitely | N/A | Not ready yet but getting there | No | No | Maybe | Maybe | I am already enrolling | Yes | Maybe the further education | Yes,

rested in the peer support work training course | Yes, I would like to do some volunteering (but not at the recovery college) eventually | Not ready yet | I already am on board would love to be part of future opportunities | I feel I am not ready to volunteer yet | I
I am already a volunteer but am always open for additional further education | Not at the moment | Possibly | Yes please | I'm doing volunteering soon | yes | I would be interested in offering this | Yes defiantly | I am going forward as a paid peer support worker |

rker | Yes, I would love these things to happen | Yes, volunteering | Not as yet but maybe in the future | Maybe for something that I want to do | Possibly | Yes | I already volunteer for a different group | Yes | Yes! | Yes | Yes | Not at the moment | Yes | Yes, this is the first
touch with my GP, the course has kept me occupied so I have had less contact with medical people since the course began. I might need to contact them again. | Yes | Yes but not directly as a result – discharged as had been going there a long time and couldn’t get

es | Yes | I don’t keep intouch with my cpn now | I do still see an community nurse at Benton house | Been seeing GP more regularly in August but back to every 2 weeks now. | No I have been keeping regular appointments with them and telling them about my

ng the recovery college. | Don’t have any | No, but I know that me coming here has gave them more faith in my decision making. | Yes | No but my ideas may flourish. By that I mean in the context of more wrap | No | Yes | No, I barley use them anyway cause they're

nt in November this year I believe the Tyneside Recovery College has made a huge impact on my health, but now I have to maintain my health condition. | Have ‘psychiatric symptoms’ referred back to CPN who discharged me saying they had done all that they

her than relying on CPN. Finished DBT and family therapy. | I have more activities to attend to. | Peer support has helped with low mood | I have been discharged recently and I am not scared about it as I have a network of support here. | I am much better when

y | More peer support | Yes | I haven't used the crisis team since 23/4/16 when something major happened | Less visits to the doctors \ Do not have anyone | I still keep in touch with my GP | One every 3 months. | No, I see my psychiatric usually | Yes | No- Contact

| No - Because I'm in full DBT - I "graduate" in July | Yes | Discharged | N/A | No | No | Less contact with my GP | N/A | My attendance has stayed the same | Self-helping by finding this place | Have not got anybody to support me | no | n/a | Yes | No, but I feel less

ys, but it was my progression coach (support worker) who told me about it. | Yes I have less contact with my doctor | If so, why do you think this has happened? Keeping to a regular routine, getting out more and getting more sleep | I am learning how to recognise
had to rely on them | They are changing role so discharged/ possibly referred | They do not have much time with me on a one-2-one basis | I've found a safe space | I do not need to, because here there is peer support if needed | Only come to IVY Centre for

res has filled my days with hope | Due to the type of therapy, my ability to carry out therapy has improved | I get more help here than from anything else | Me | I've just not bothered with them | I was discharged in January | Have had my group to talk | I've only been

u might have visited your GP less since coming to ReCoCo? Yes | Yes | Yes | Yes | Yes | Yes | Yes | N/A | N/A | N/A | Yes | Yes | No | Yes | I haven’t seen my GP for a while. | Yes | Yes | No | n/a | 2 | Yes | no | do see GP when I need to | I have improved so much since

n my doctor for a while | No | Less | No, still the same | Now on 3/4 weeks between appointments with GP. |Yes | No | Yes | I still have to see her about my physical health about once a month | Just the same, due to physical health | Yes | No-but it's a new doctor to me
Perhaps, abit, yes | Don't visit often | no | N/A | Don't go see my GP | Yes | Yes | N/A | Just the same | Hasn't really changed to be honest | Same | I see him every 4 weeks anyways | Yes | Yes | No | I visit my GP but I don't if I don’t need to, it makes no difference

coninued... Yes | No | I am so lucky I don’t see my GP very often anyway | A bit less, yes – practical, social help and structure is more beneficial in a comfortable environment. | Definitely | My G.P doesn’t really understand my needs, i.e. issues |
prescription | Feeling a bit more “in charge” of myself | Because the recovery college are helping boost my self-esteem | I rely on Recoco more than the GP for more human support | I have got used to coming in to the course. | For the same reasons
as above, but I still need my GP’s support once or twice every for 3 months. | I think I have given up hope of getting professional help from the NHS for my problems, I don’t trust my GP (not related to the recovery college) | As above and exercise
getting here has improved my physical fitness. | Moved GP practices so don’t have a regular GP that I know. | Not taken an overdose since joining the college | Same reason as above | I think I have more activities going on, it makes me feel better
the sessions are good. | I feel better in myself and everyone here is in the same situation so I can talk to them. | Because I feel wanted at the group. | More stable, more routine, happier! | for meds | For my medicine | Meeting such warm and
likeminded people. This is a safe place for me and know I can come in at any time and to calm down if in crisis. | I have got through the week better with having to come here | Not as depressed when at the college, it takes my mind off my mental
and physical problems. | No because I’ve only recently joined | Haven’t had time | I have reached a point with my medication where my GP and I are happy. | Is there anything else you would like to tell us? Tyneside recovery college played a vital
role in society | Thank you for the course, energy, passion, thoughtfulness and listening to us all | I will miss it when I eventually have to leave. Massive in my recovery | Thank you to Jon Bate for a brilliant course, DBT. He is kind, unique
thoughtful, listens and has empathy with us all | This is more like a careering community | Brilliant, I have met lots of different people. Everyone is so welcoming | I don't feel so isolated | It has been a very good experience. I don’t feel so isolated. |
No | Just wish I heard about it sooner | Important for so many people. Thanks | Invaluable service - Vital for all of society | I love coming here | I would just like to say thank you and maybe I will see you again in the near future | If you could have a
variety of course to choose from | The recovery college seems like and amazing place for people to attend. I had a lovely time attending this course. Sue/Simon were fabulous | Helpful facilitators - friendly/caring staff & likeminded students | I
really appreciate I don't have to pay for my courses, the location is good and meeting people like myself is helpful | I find that the issues and problems I have had to face are acknowledged as damaging in a way that the titlists don't | It's very
welcoming and get lots of support. Lovely place to be, you feel safe and there should be more recovery college's | It has been a very educational and fun experience and I really enjoy coming here | No | I have never felt at home around people, or
felt I could be myself. I can here, my time here has been brilliant and I want to give something back | Inspirational, it’s a fantastic place & think its doing amazing things. I will recommend it to many people | n/a | I learned for once and enjoyed
learning | Thank you for building my confidence and self-warmth | I think it is great, really great!!! | It saved my life | really good | You make new friends and learn off each there and the staff have time and patience to teach you | It's the best place I
have been | Made new friends and started to trust a bit more | I love it!!! | I was fantastic, as always. | It's difficult for us to keep structured but that’s cool | Really enjoying it and will keep attending | It has been very helpful focusing on something
else. Talking to others and having something else to learn from | I talk more, I don't hold it in | Thank you for making these services available | Thank you for letting me do this | I just love it | It is good to come to the recovery college. Any
experience is good, nice and patient. It's a feeling of niceness | I am very grateful that I do not have to find the money to attend the courses available | A water machine to be provided | The recovery college is very informal, facilitators etc. are so
friendly, amiable and make everyone feel respected and accepted but most of all it is a safe environment. | This is a great space, with people giving their experience to help others recovering. | Very warm and welcoming atmosphere | I love this
place, I know a lot of people that do! | It is a calm experience and you keep occupied | I have also learnt more about other organisations in Newcastle through attending the Recovery College. | I think its wonderful to have the opportunity to come
here. I am so grateful to all of you and really admire and respect the work that you have put into making the recovery college possible. Thank you! | I have recommended the recovery college to others and they have enrolled. | I found it very
beneficial and would recommend this service | It was very good | Very Supportive Course Facilitator | Thank you | Its brilliant! | I think it’s very good to be with a new organisation that helps people with mental health issues. | It is helpful as you get
better and have therapy | Its brought me out of my shell and gave me loads of confidence, I am training in peer support. | It was brilliant to watch | I particularly enjoyed this course as the content was more ‘meaty’ It has given me loads to think
about and to look at further. It has helped me in my ongoing recovery journey and Chauntelle has been brilliant! (and entertaining!) | I feel I have opened up a bit and bit more confident. | Yes, you should be government funded | Thank you Neil for
your empathy, warmth and powerful course. You are a good man and I’m touched how you have been so open and honest to us all, you make it look so easy. I look forward to doing more courses with yourselves in the future | I found the course
and accessing the recovery college fun and informative | It’s just good to talk even if it’s in a group | No | I’ll be back. | Absolutely love it here! | Good to know that there’s a college like this, an oasis in a dry cruel world and sometimes people to
match. | Don’t know | I love it here, everyone is so relaxed and lovely | If not for the college I would be sitting at home alone rocking. | As a new member I didn’t or don’t know how to approach the office | The building is a good location in the city
centre | Brilliant experience, thank you for helping me so much. Here has done me more good in 9 months than services have in 2 years. Yes I have my blips (everyone does) but I am living again instead of sitting in the house existing | Ive
attended on three occasions now and each time have been enlightening. | The recovery collegeis doing great work for service users and professionals. | I have learnt a tremendous amount. | Attending the recovery college has given me the
motivation needed to move forward and leave the house, many thanks. | It makes me get up on a morning. | Just a huge thank you, THANK YOU! | The college is giving me more purpose to my life. | I feel part of something for once | Other than
what I have said. I can see myself utilising the facilities more often in the future | I appreciate the effort of facilitators and volume tasks. Thank you for the space, support and inspiration. | Yes I have my blips (everyone does) but I am living again
instead of sitting in the house existing | I feel there is no pressure to do anything it is really easy going and supportive. | Crucial in my recovery | Very enjoyable learning experience | Feel so grateful that I have been able to be taught by Sue. |
Valuable teaching that will stick with me throughout my career. | Really enjoyed the course and the building is fit for purpose. | Really good | I have been involved in two different courses mindfulness training and Wrap training. I have enjoyed
tasks they have been well organised and positive. Thank you!
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Local Mindful
Therapy
Sessions
Wednesday
Tuesday

11am-12pm

2:30pm-4pm (beginning
Tuesday 10th January
2017)

St. Michael’s Centre, Raby

Shipley Art Gallery, Prince

Cross, Byker
Community Mindfulness

Consort Road, Gateshead
Mindful Space		
By donation

Monday

By donation
A mindfulness practice
group open to all levels of

A mindfulness and discussion
group for people experiencing

experience.

mental health problems.

Tuesday
Monday
2:30pm-4pm
Newcastle Buddhist Centre 3rd Floor, Broadacre House,
Market Street
Mindful Space		
By donation
A mindfulness and discussion
group for people experiencing
mental health problems.

6pm-7pm
4th Floor (4.1), Broadacre
House, Market Street
Drop-in Mindfulness
£3.50 (£2 concessions)
A mindfulness practice
group open to all levels of
experience.

Tuesday
7pm-8:30pm
Throckley Community
Centre, Back Victoria Terrace,
Throckley
Community Mindfulness
By donation
A mindfulness practice
group open to all levels of
experience.

1:15pm-2pm
Newcastle Buddhist Centre 3rd Floor, Broadacre House,
Market Street
Body Scan
£3.50 (£2 concessions)
A led body awareness
meditation open to all levels
of experience

Wednesday
2:30pm-4pm
Newcastle Buddhist Centre
- 3rd Floor Broadacre House,
Market Street
Mindful Space 			
By donation
A mindfulness and
discussion group for people
experiencing mental health
problems.

Thursday
2:30pm-4pm
Segedunum, Buddle Road,
Wallsend
Mindful Space 			
By donation
A mindfulness and discussion
group for people experiencing
mental health problems.
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Sunday
4:30pm-5:30pm
Jesmond Library, St. Georges
Terrace, Jesmond
Drop-in Mindfulness
£3.50 (£2 concessions)
A mindfulness practice
group open to all levels of
experience.
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Courses
at Moving Forward
Newcastle:
Men’s
Confidence
Course
Men’s Confidence would be suitable for
any male (18+) who has identified a lack of
self-confidence as an issue or a barrier to
achieving his goals. After an introductory
session, the course aims to increase
each participant’s ability to develop selfconfidence by understanding the link
between self-confidence and self-esteem and
then identifying approaches to increasing
their own self-esteem. These approaches to
increasing self-esteem include: identifying
activities and situations which increase
self-esteem; understanding, and developing
more realistic self-images as men; and
developing skills in effective and assertive
communication.

“Improving the
mental health
and wellbeing
of the people
we serve”

Beginners
Photography
Course
This 5 week course will develop your
photography skills. It will teach you to
use a variety of techniques and learn
about aperture, shutter speeds, exposure
compensate, white balance and bracketing.
The sessions are based on discussion,
working from power point and practical
application of the techniques. Throughout
some of the sessions we will go out locally
to practise what you have learnt, including
a visit to Jesmond Dene. There is no
written work throughout and you will
be given copies of the power points in
paper form or electronically saved to your
memory stick.

To register your place on courses please contact us on:
Email: mfn@mentalhealthconcern.org
Telephone: 0191 222 0324 Text: 07593 784 781

How
we are
cascading
WRAP................
www.mentalhealthrecovery.com/wrap-is

Wellness Recovery Action Plans
(WRAP) are an excellent
evidence-based tool for wellbeing
and managing difficulties that
helps people take control of their
own recovery. It can give people
the confidence that they can have
control over their mental health.
A WRAP awareness course usually takes
place over two days or equivalent and we
have ran 6 of them at ReCoCo over the
past year. Getting people trained up to
deliver WRAP is expensive. Usually, it
costs £5,000 for a single enhanced WRAP
facilitator to deliver ‘train the trainers’
over 5 days.

MARCH 2016
NTW pay for a week’s WRAP
‘train the trainers’ for their clinical staff.
We offer them ReCoCo premises
for a week during half term,
if we can have a couple of places for
volunteers (Sue & Corrie).

Sue and Corrie
start delivering
WRAP at ReCoCo.

Over the summer holidays,
Sue & Corrie deliver WRAP to the kids on
CYPPS forensic inpatient unit at St Nick’s.
In partnership with Bill Quay Community farm,
the kids get to try out their WRAP plans
(and shovel a bit of poo and get to be normal for a bit).

GOES DOWN A STORM.

Corrie gets a job as therapeutic
farm worker at Bill Quay Farm
(well done, Corrie).

...................Super Sue
soldiers on, delivering WRAP to 50+
ReCoCo students over 8 months.

Sue delivers WRAP to
third sector staff
at ReCoCo.

But it works. And seeing the vibrancy of
ideas, mutual validation and hope that
happens in our classroom, we firmly
believe that WRAP is best delivered by
peers to groups of peers.
We are committed to sharing our skills
and resources, without cost, with the third
sector in order to enhance the skills that
individual workers have and support a
system that is struggling against the
impact of heartless, short sighted cuts to
local government. They, in turn, are
unable to adequately fund charitable and
local community organisations.

FEEDBACK FROM
BARNARDO’S STAFF:
“This is a great tool not only for the people we work with but also for us as workers - it will keep us well.”

“The course has given me so many ideas and creativity that I intend to incorporate
into a toolkit for working with young people.”
”I plan to organise an awareness session for the young people I work with and to offer them individual WRAP plans
as well as making them more aware of ReCoCo.”

“It will highlight their strengths, empower them and help them to believe that they can cope.”

“It helped me to identify my own wellbeing tools that will support my wellness.”

Third sector organisations are essential
foundations of social care and health. So
we share. How we have shared the WRAP
skills is a good example of what you can
do with a little.

“You have a very talented lady in Sue – she is extremely self-aware and emotionally intelligent. She is the bravest
lady I have ever met and a true inspiration, I know she will have made a massive difference to so many people
and I wish her good health and good happiness because she so deserves it. Thank you Sue.”
“Sue is very inspirational! I feel privileged to have heard her story. Thank you for sharing your story.
I would recommend WRAP to anyone.”

We pitch and win some money
(7k) from homelesslink
to enhance pre-tenancy preparation packages

with WRAP and mindfulness.
(Traditionally, getting homeless folk ready for a tenancy
has concentrated on locating your stop-cock,
not managing your mental health or living better
with the impact of historical trauma)

We use a big chunk of the money
to get WRAP to come back up and deliver
another 5-day ‘train the trainers’.
Staff from organisations who work with homeless
people attend; fulfilling lives, Oasis Aquila, Crisis.

...And we get to use another 6 places
for ReCoCo vounteers.

Together with Crisis
(they know where your stop-cock is),
we develop a pre-tenancy training package
for homeless people who have struggled
to maintain a tenancy in the past.

WRAP is fundamental to the training.
Sue and Richard from Crisis will deliver it
over this term.

WRAP scheduled monthly at ReCoCo
with our small army of WRAP facilitators.

SUPER SUE BARROW
is the excellent mentor for the
WRAP facilitors.

A program of 4 lots of WRAP will be
delivered by 2 NTW Peer Support
Workers, who support ReCoCo, at the
Gateshead Clubhouse.
...Equipping Clubhouse members with
WRAP and getting NTW clinicians
to encourage the people they help,
to access somewhere full of
hope and connection.

Requests come in for delivery
of WRAP to other
partner organisations.

APRIL 2017
Sue and Corrie can deliver more

5-day ‘train the trainers’,
...but without the enormous price tag.
Because they co-delivered the 5-day ‘train the trainers’ (the expensive one)

We anticipate that ReCoCo
will deliver WRAP awareness
to at least 150 ReCoCo students
and 60 mental health staff
from partner third sector organisations
as well as train up another
40 WRAP facilitators
by this time next year.
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WELCOME
TO ME

debilitating anxiety and at worst I became

both of which were starting imminently.

agoraphobic and at best semi agoraphobic.

5 months on and now due to attend WRAP

Along the way I had lost relationships with

and Mindfulness Facilitator courses I felt

family and friends due to the poor and

ready to travel to Recoco alone. In preparing

to some, selfish decisions made and was

for the journey I found a bus 60 seconds

alone. I didn’t know who I was or how I had

from my home and carefully with company

found myself in this “situation”. I could no

walked the path from the bus stop to Recoco.

longer function with day to day activities

Quite quickly the day arrived when I would

H O P E

had absolutely no hope, self-esteem and

travel alone. Having prepared a Wrap plan my

eventually completely withdrew from society.

headphones were at the ready, my amazon

Fortunately my GP was very supportive and

playlist was set to play, and with the words of

she advised me accordingly for a year before

the song filling my head “I am what I am and

Recognised as the
founding father of
Taoism, Lao Tzu
eloquently stated “A
journey of a thousand
miles begins with a
single step”. Though this

referring me for a psychiatric assessment.

what I am needs no excuses” I stepped off the

The details of what followed are not really

bus taking the first of 162 steps of my journey

important and labels unnecessary. What is

and cannot describe the happiness and pride

important is that I was allocated a CPN who

I felt at stepping out of the lift at the 5th floor.

provided me with empathy and eventually

Recoco has become a safe place, a happy

hope.

place and most important of all a place of
hope. I am now on the road to recovery,

I had been working with my CPN for 6

yes I have my down days as well as up and

months when she asked “Have I spoken

yes I still struggle with leaving the house. I

to you about the Recovery College in

may never find the lost memories and may

statement is true for many people, it was

Newcastle?” she went on to explain that my

never make up with family and friends but

and is not true for me. My journey certainly

becoming involved with the college seemed

that is ok. I am me and in choosing to be

started with a single step however my

the next natural step in my recovery journey.

part of Recoco I have chosen to live. Suicidal

destination was reached in some 162 steps.

As is often the case with mental ill health

thoughts are an affliction of the past and

Had I realised the journey was achievable,

I quickly agreed to attend the college then

should I return to the dark place known as

rewarding and in some cases lifesaving I

as soon as the thought became distant the

depression that is ok because I know how to

would have embarked on the journey far

reality and enormity of leaving the house and

step out and away from negativity and long

sooner…..

walking into a new building with new people

term misery.

I have lived with bipolar since childhood

became the stuff of nightmares… Initially

and to all intents and purposes had a

a friend took me to Recoco but it took the

So for those of you who think a journey of

very good life. Married with two children,

5th attempt before I eventually entered the

a thousand miles begin with the first step…

a beautiful home, and a good career in

building. My friend accompanied me to the

pause for a moment, mindfully or otherwise

training, tutoring and development and

fifth floor then promised to return at the drop

and contemplate the notion that the journey

as a family unit we were financially stable.

of a text. I remember feeling embarrassed, my

may be far quicker and far easier than you

Together we happily lived with the ups and

hair became soaked with sweat as I began to

could ever imagine.

downs of bipolar until a series of major

overheat then I quite quickly became anxious

life events resulted in divorce, a period

and simply wanted to leave the building. But

of breakdown of relationships with my

I couldn’t, not alone anyway. At this point I

children and made some very questionable

found myself a seat as far away as possible

decisions.

from a group of people waiting for head
massage and Reiki.

To this day I believe the decisions I made
were at the time of making them very

Guessing I looked like a scared rabbit in

realistic and sensible decisions. In reality,

headlights, I jumped on hearing a strong

what followed was toxic and unstable

Liverpudlian accent ask, “Can I help you?”

and resulted in losing more than 10 years

The very fact that someone asked if they

memories, my life savings and worst of all

could help me was both refreshing and

my home. During counselling it became

heart-breaking. I was grateful for the concern

apparent that I had actually moved house

but did not feel worthy of help and could

13 times over a period of six years. I had

not accept that another person felt I was

relocated from the North East to Scotland,

worthy of helping. I tried to communicate

back to the North East then relocated to

my feelings and what followed was a tonic.

Windsor before returning back to the North

Angela in not so many words let me know

East where having been made redundant

that I was not alone and certainly should not

had decided to return to University. It

feel unworthy as I was no different to anyone

was at this point my mental health finally

else who walked into the Recovery College.

broke down, what had started as minor

That day I went on to enrol for Positive

and infrequent anxiety attacks resulted in

Psychology and WRAP awareness courses,

Deborah Summerill

tota l ly
addicted
to waste
Tom is frantically
looking for somewhere
where he can wire his
pictures back. He’s
ducking in and out
of newsagents and
garden centre cafes,
hoping someone will
be kind enough to lend
him some wi-fi.

I had started early. The early shift means

There’s no way you can go to the same Spar

out at 2pm, and that means into the Spar by

twice. You plan your drink-buying. You take a

2.30pm if I’m quick down the hill. £4.99 later

big bag so no one can see you carrying your

and I have my first hit. But it’s piss-water and

loot. And you pull your hood up when you

only lasts 45 minutes once I’m home. Maybe

walk past the Spar you went to in the first

50 minutes if I pair it with a shop-bought

instance. And you make snazzy conversation

sandwich.

with the cashier to prove that you’re a normal
person, that you’re not hiding anything, and

Then you try to hold off, because you don’t

you are absolutely, absolutely, not drunk

want to binge. And your body is so attuned

already.

to it now that it barely wets the sides. But,
shaking in the hallway, telly not shutting up

But it gets to 5.30pm and the day is empty

the noise, you cram your boots on. You’ve

and ending. All you’ve done is swig and

already changed out of your suit (always

watch SpringWatch. Like a caged animal you

in case you have to go to court) and so the

need to prowl and FFS just do SOMETHING.

boots get caught in the hems of your trackie
bottoms.

So you go for a walk. But you prepare for
the walk by throwing some mascara on.

A quick spritz of perfume and a mint sorts

because you know, despite everything you

you out before you head to the other Spar.

tell yourself it is not going to be, that you will
only walk so far before you walk into a pub
and order a pint.

You try to plan
your walk so
you avoid pubs.
Because you
know you can’t
walk past one and
not go in.

It’s 7.06am. The first edition will be off
the presses in a matter of minutes. I have
already sent my copy through. So now I am
watching him, hoping he’ll stay in one of
those shops long enough to suggest he’s

But there’s only so

made deadline.

much of that you can do in Aberdeen, and
when you finally reach the Albyn, you stop.

I lean against the battered old Ford, take
a drag of my cigarette, and look towards

Just one. So you’ve done something with

the ASDA before gazing round the empty

your evening. It’s 6pm now, you’ve just got

car park. As soon as he’s wired back we’re

out of work you lie to the barman. You sit

getting coffee. And boy, do I need it.

outside and smoke alongside your glass. You
make conversation with anyone who will

The air is chilly but bright. January. It’s cold
at the moment but it could get out later.
You can never can tell this far north. I close
my eyes and inhale. This tab will either see
me right or it will make the drive back to
Aberdeen disgusting. I’ve managed to hold
off asking Tom to pull over so I can throw
up. But I’m not sure how long I can last.
Just six hours ago, I was stood at my
kitchen counter, in my tiny stinking overpriced one-bed flat, looking at an empty gin
bottle through a screwed up eye.
I don’t know how I’m even standing, let
alone up at 4.30am for an early shift. 15
minutes to get ready and a steep walk up
Midstocket Hill enough to sober me up in
time for the 5.45am headlines.

listen to prove you are normal and that you
The one just around the corner. Because

don’t do this every day.

you can’t buy two bottles of wine from the
same supermarket in the space of an hour

Sometimes people, dark people, will offer

and a half. Because then people will judge

you another. Will keep you chatting. Because

you. People can’t know this is how you’re

they can see what you can’t and they want

spending your afternoon. Because you know,

you to join them and their friends because of

in your heart of hearts, that it’s not okay. But

the things you might do them for later, once

right now, it feels like the only thing that is.

you’ve had another few glasses.

And once that one’s gone – it’s a bit cheaper

But you keep moving. You never stay in

in the nearer Spar – you look in your purse

the same place for too long. Because that’s

and there’s no cash left. You deal in cash

dangerous. You walk all around the city. You

because that way you’re not reminded of it

help with pub quizzes. You do karaoke. You

when you see your bank statements. And

scrawl the wrong number in highlighter,

cash is as fleeting as it can be. And you lie to

ripping a page from your pad, down for some

yourself that once that tenner’s gone that you

letch at the bar just to get him off your back.

won’t go and get another.
You have to keep moving and hope your next

But isn’t this what journalists are supposed

one will be the last one. Because otherwise it

to do?

will only stop when closing time comes.

clump of bloody tissue and a bare lightbulb to

cheeky half after the bell. “It’s been a long

stinking night
sweats.

day,” you tell them. “Surely you can do me

times and swill them out with concentrated

Work looked after me so damn well. He’d

this favour? I need it.”

orange juice. Because grapes and barley don’t

have to tell the editor, but that was okay. I

give you the vitamin C you need.

was safe. They made it easy enough for me

Closing time does come. You manage to
sweet talk the last one into giving you a

tell me what hadn’t happened.

You clean your teeth three

As you sit and nurse your final baby you

to talk when I needed to. And secure enough

begin to panic. You don’t know what you

So this morning’s house fire, up in Peterhead.

to admit when I’d had a blip. They made me

will do next. Because it’s only now that the

You handled that with aplomb. You weren’t

brave enough to get my GP to write “alcohol

fretting and the dread and the shakes have

quite sure where you were, but that’s North

withdrawal” on the sick note. They were

stopped and you finally feel soothed. That

East Scotland for you. You know your copy is

marvels. Supportive, compassionate marvels.

is about to be snatched away from you by

clean because you concentrate extra hard to

licensing laws.

make up for the fog in your brain. The subs

Surely alcoholism can’t be that unusual in a

So you nurse and you curse. You know what

always love your copy. It’s so tidy. And any

newsroom.

you’re doing but you convince yourself it’s

literals are just down to speed and iPhones.

living because it’s the only thing you know.

You made it a good 10 minutes before we’re

It’s what you were brought up with. It is what

off stone. You’re fine.

you were fed as a wee’en. It is what nourishes
It’s just the drive home you have to worry

you.

You’re frightened
of what will
happen when it
stops. So when
you get home
you crack open
the gin you’d
bought to pretend
you had a drinks
cabinet.
Like you’re in Mad Men

or something. But it’s only supermarket own
brand on a wonky IKEA bookcase.
You have no tonic so you water it down. And
you water it down so much you get through
a bottle.
It’s past midnight. You’re up in four and a bit
hours. But you don’t sleep. You just pass out.
Rudely awoken by the alarm later that day
and you’re not withdrawing yet. The kicks
and shakes and tremors won’t come till
mid-morning. You’re still drunk enough to
manage the first burst of the shift. Not that
anyone will be able to tell unless they smell
it on you. Because it’s now that the only
way your body functions is when it’s been
pickled.
It’s when there’s nothing in your system that
you go to pot.

You haven’t time
for a shower so
you spray more
perfume and
hope it covers the

about now.
It’s a few days later when I sit my deputy
editor down in a separate room and tell him
I’m an alcoholic.
I’d rung my other boss at home the night
before. He’d stayed on the phone longer
than he should have. I am amazed that he
answered in the first place. I hang up. Our
call lasted 18 minutes.
I’d rung my mum. Explaining to her I’d found
myself at the bottom of a barrel as much as
I was at the bottom of a bottle. She listened.
She told me it would be okay. I sobbed as I
confessed to her what an awful, ruined little
girl she had as a daughter.
I left a voicemail for AA. I got a nice voicemail
back of a lovely Scandanvian lady who would
meet me outside a church hall the next
evening to introduce me to people and offer
me orange squash and biscuits. I only went
to one meeting. One was enough for me.
My deputy editor was just pleased I wasn’t
pregnant. He was pleased I had told him.
He was not expecting that. I’d been doing
well with a run of decent splashes and had
seemed so on top of things. “That was the
last thing I expected,” he said. Like TinTin,
looking confused.
I couldn’t tell him about the baby I had lost.
Probably through my drinking. Or about the
dad that didn’t want to know.
But this wasn’t his fault. I’d been on this path
a lot longer than since that horrible lonely
night in the bathroom with nothing but a

My friends
thought my
decision to go
dry was a social
experiment. Like
when I’d been
a lollipop lady
for the day, or
auditioned for
X Factor for a
feature.

They were good friends,

and looked at it more with curiosity than
anything else. They never questioned me.
My GP weaned me off. I couldn’t go cold
turkey straight away. It would probably kill
me. He referred me to a local charity. A drugs
and alcohol partnership on Dee Street. And
I got partnered with a counsellor – friendly,
understanding, soft and gentle Christine. She
saw me every Saturday morning for a year.
Saturday mornings so it wouldn’t interfere
with work and so I wouldn’t binge on a Friday
night.
My GP put me on Campral once I’d been
dry for a while. It controlled the cravings.
No more sitting on a 8.40am bus desperate
for a glass of cheap wine. He put me on
Propranolol to control the anxiety.
I blipped of course. Who doesn’t? I turned
up at the crisis house in Aberdeen at stupid
o’clock at night, crying on the doorstep that I
just didn’t know what to do. But they invited
me in, sat me in an arm chair, made me a
cup of sweet tea and listened. They listened
through the night. Until 2am. The point
where I finally felt safe enough to go home
and not hurt myself.
It would rear its head of course. By this time
I had a housemate and would smuggle in
bottles and hide them down the side of my

bed. Or I’d come in as brazen as morning
wood and pretend that two bottles of
wine and Joni Mitchell after work was as
acceptable as a glass with dinner.
But gradually it got better. Every Saturday
morning Christine would listen for an hour.
To everything that was built up in my head.
She peeled it back, softly and gently. Until she
unpeeled so much that I started to see the
concrete block in my head that causing me
so much pain that I wanted to throw my life
away.

The day I
didn’t need her
anymore we both
just knew. The
sun was shining
outside and it was
January. I talked
to her, as I always
did, refreshed.
She had cracked
open the beast in
my head and she
had built me back
up.
We get to the end of our 50 minutes. She
smiles at me. She normally does, but this
smile is different. A year since I had first
walked into her office.
Esther Beadle

“You don’t need me
anymore,” she says in
her quiet, confident lilt.

“You’re right. I don’t…
Thank you.”
“Just promise me one
thing,” she says. “Promise
me you’ll write.”

I nod. I hug her. I turn
and I wave. And I walk
up the street in the
cold, brisk, January in
Aberdeen sunshine.

To Christine – the woman
who saved my life.

BLACK
BEE
BUZZ
I’ve done the Black
Bee Buzz twice in my
whole life. Both in
the same night. And
I have to say that
the unrecorded
dress rehearsal was
better than the final
performance. -For you

one’s back. Never mind a raised toilet seat as

in the day, the afore-mentioned torturer,

there’ll BEE no toilet. Not a very nice thing

Helen had somehow attached loud speakers

for a modern forward thinking gentleman

all around the building. We were going to

to contemplate. Thankfully Helen was an

blast out the sound right across the City, and

understanding and first class tutor well suited

if the wind favoured us, the signal might just

to teach all abilities and not just the broken

reach over the water to Gateshead. Nothing

and lonesome.

much happens there -I know because I live
there, so believe me when I say that there was

That’s the thing about Broadacre House. It’s

dancing in the streets of that subordinate

a smorgasbord of joyful weirdness that I

little town, when indeed the transmission did

discovered when I joined the good ship SS

reach, albeit just a couple of metres over the

Recovery. As I mentioned earlier, we’re up

Tyne Bridge but past the chip shop. I learnt

on the top floor and until the proposition

this wonderful news from neighbour Alfie

of the buzz/yoga double header I assumed

when I finally reached home later that night,

that we alone had cornered the market in

still ‘buzzing’ with adrenaline after our

joyful weirdness.

performance. Alfie was a touch mystified but

the deluxe 2cd edition of this wonderful

For sure The
Recovery College
Collective is full
of exciting and
wonderful things
but as I surveyed
the whole
building I realised
almost every floor
was packed with
exciting ‘can do’
and thrilling left
field projects.

performance, The Directors Cut if you will!

hardly surprising that after a hard day of

bootleggers out there I’m sure an acetate
exists of the earlier take, it captures
something rather refined and raw that
the officially released version lacks -so
watch out around Christmas time for

So it’s

welfare benefits that I should find somewhere
Anyway, I digress before I’ve barely

to buzz and with plenty of others to do it

begun. When I did the ‘Buzz’ with my 52

with. Notwithstanding of course that this

new chums I said afterwards to my old

time we were to be recorded by Alan Lomax

chum Bill that this was one of the best

as we set about it.

things that I had ever done. And he said
that he had enjoyed watching me try
different things and grow in stature and
spirit ever since I had joined The Recovery
College at the top of the building. That was
back in September after 12 years as a worker
wasp at Mental Health Matters.

Buzzing and painful Yoga tends to take
place on the 3rd floor of my new building.

pointed out that the distant throb enhanced
the taste of his saveloy and bean rounder.
And no, you don’t need a licence nor pay
royalties to enjoy a night of the ‘Black
Bee’ drone with 52 others. No doubt tolls,
tithes, and tariffs come into it should you
manage 100 participants or elect for an
amplified supersonic bee sound with cross
species sub woofers. But that is perhaps
something for the future, -no doubt when
Brexit kicks in and we finally become awash
with the public money so cruelly stolen form
us by The French and Germans.
(funnily enough, talking of The
Germans, our delightful but eerie sound
was not unlike a very modest Luftwaffe raid
over say, Newport Pagnall, one foggy night
in November 1940). We trust everyone was
safe and snug in their shelters that night.

You might think
I’m making
light of things
or taking the
mickey, but
here’s the thing.
Doing the Buzz
that night was
just such a lovely
thing to do.
It was well

The two disciplines are part of a yin yang

organised by Helen and her team and

-good cop bad cop workshop. Indeed

everybody -except, it seems the Wednesday

before I could join the ‘Bees’ and

Zen Buddhist group on floor 1 -heard or felt

even consider joining the soundscape

that subtle noise and positive vibration. I

ensemble I needed to qualify first. This by

know this only because I asked Steve,

going two rounds in Helen Collard’s Yogic

precentor of that group and he thinks that

torture class. It hurt, it was lovely - and I

their room was probably soundproofed

got through without dislocating either of

in, or, as I think, they were maybe tuned to

my replacement hips put in so wonderfully

the wrong Bardo on their astral tuner. They

by Mr Shankar from the QE back in

make a lot of noises themselves too you

2001. Just as well really as a dislocation

Yes indeed dear reader, we were to be

means a ‘revision’ and six months in bed on

recorded in high fidelity. Moreover, earlier

know?

The night has inspired me to undertake my
Mindfulness course again. And to stick with
it this time! I also rather fancy The Creative
Writing group as a result of compiling this
little piece. Both writing and mindfulness are
regular courses of many at The Recovery
College. It goes without saying that I am
happy there, but folks -whenever in the lift
area I shall always check to see what’s going
on in the rest of the Broadacre building (a
great name for such a construction). All the
groups and projects seem cheery, artsy and
educational with a progressive and healing
bent, and they all complement one another
I rather fancy.

It is
undoubtedly the
most exciting
place I’ve ever
worked. Bonkers
and kind.
Rather like The
Netherlands
in the 1970’s
bucking the trend
in an increasingly
miserable world.
And the buzzing coming at the end of my
very first term was some very early icing on
the cake. The cake itself was packed with
honey.
Stop Press: Just been reading the blurb that
goes with my Mindfulness course. In the 3rd
week we start on Mantras. Dare I suggest The
Black Bee buzz? I expect they’ll take requests.
BDK, January 2017
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pandas
fO u n d at i o n
Newcastle’s Pre and
Postnatal Depression
Support Group meets
the last Saturday
of each month on
Floor 5 of Broadacre
House from 2 – 4pm,
there is a space for
babies and little ones
to play, sometimes
we’ll have a guest
speaker, other times
an opportunity to get
together to talk about
new parenthood and
mental health; Mams,
Dads, Grandparents,
Carers, Friends, all are
welcome.
One of our ex-group members kindly
shares her story about seeking support from
PANDAS Foundation, whose strapline, ‘It’s
OK not to be OK’ resonated:

reading baby books and buying things for

I took Rosie with me and told myself I’d

her. I had a good birth and I thought I was

stay for ten minutes and then we could

coping until my partner went back to work

leave, we stayed for the whole two hours!

after paternity leave.

What a relief to be welcomed into a group

I was scared to be
alone with Rosie.
I can’t explain
why, I think really
I felt terrified
about what I’d
do all day with
her and I became
pretty lonely.
I went from being a friendly, chatty person
to being scared to go out of the house, I’d
talk myself into getting Rosie’s changing bag
ready but when it came to going out I’d just
put it off, telling myself we’d go after her next
feed, or once she’d been changed.
When people visited I loved it, I think they
must have thought I was OK, but I felt so,
so sad when they left. My Mam probably

time they’d expected it to be. I went to the
group for about six months in the end, it was
something I looked forward to, my time to let
off steam and rant about sleepless nights and
share ideas for making life feel better. When
I was getting ready to go back to work it was
like I had all these people behind me telling
me that I could do it. They’d been there and I
would get there too.

I’m recovering
well now, I still
have the self-care
ideas we shared
at the group on
my wall to keep
me going when
I feel like I’m
having a bad day.

me and I’d make things up, I told her I’d taken

I like to pop in now and again because I

Rosie into work to meet everyone and then

remember that meeting Mams who had

was really worried my Mam would see people

recovered gave me hope, so I like to feel I can

from work and know I’d made that up. I felt

do the same. I’m so glad I found PANDAS

sick with nerves every day.

Foundation. I just want to say that if you’re
feeling like I did, you’re not alone and you

When Rosie was about four months old I

will feel better, I feel so much more relaxed

finally told my health visitor that I didn’t feel

with my daughter and can enjoy her now.”

good at all. My partner took the afternoon
off work to be there and it felt like a relief
to finally say “I’m not enjoying this and I’m
scared.” She asked if I felt OK to tell my GP
this, and I did, I was put on a waiting list

“I’m Jules* I’m
34 and I’m Mam
to Rosie* who
is coming up
to 15 months
old. When I
was pregnant
with Rosie my
midwife asked
if I was anxious,
she’d noticed
that I had a lot of
worries about my
pregnancy.
I pushed these worries aside and everyone

a group session.

once she was born so I threw myself into

to say that having a baby wasn’t the happy

wondered what I did all day because she’d ask

for talking therapies and I took some time

told me everyone worries and I’d be fine

of friendly people who all felt comfortable

to think about whether I wanted to take
antidepressants, I was breastfeeding and I
wanted some advice on this. I started to read
about PND, that’s when I found PANDAS
Foundation on a Google search. I called their
helpline on a really bad day and though I was
still feeling flat it was nice to hear someone
say that they’d also felt like this, that I wasn’t
alone. I took the details for the Newcastle
PANDAS Group and my partner encouraged
me to go along, I think he was worried about
me. The first month I missed but I joined the
Facebook group, at first I read everyone else’s
posts and it was nice to not feel so alone, then
when I had a set back (my therapist went on
holiday) I thought I should try to get along to

*Not her real name, some details have been changed
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DAVID

“Since
I have been involved
with the Recovery College the help and
support I have had, during what has been a very
difficult time for me has been invaluable.
The support from Launchpad has been nothing short of
excellent and it has given me chance to boost my self-esteem and
also my self-confidence, it has given me the chance to take
part in various meetings and learn about different topics.
If I have need to talk to somebody then I can speak to
other students or volunteers and Angela, Alisdair
and Steve are very approachable for
which I am truly grateful.”
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Kindness
Project
Northeast

•
•

Kindness Project Northeast was set up in
2015 informally without realising the ‘real’
demand for such an organisation. It has
now evolved into a community project
that is constantly growing and changing
dictated by the needs of our current global
society and political difficulties.
•

We aim to create a platform for a

•
•

Provide practical guidance and

development in line with current

•

•

participation is rewarded with an act

•

Self Esteem workshop 16yrs
and over Friday 9.30-11am
We look forward to welcoming you to a
friendly, creative group session that explores
the need for healthy self esteem, finding ways
to enhance in a peer led environment and
develop and discover new things about who
you are and who you would like to become.
We look at many areas including:
•

Your awareness of who you are

•

How you think and feel about your
abilities and skills

•

Set up events in line with actions
being taken

How you think and feel about your
strengths and weaknesses
Your expectations you place on
yourself

•

Your awareness of what you want
from your life

•

Do you accept yourself for who you
are or not

•

•

How you think and feel about certain
feelings about yourself.

welcoming all (16 years and over).

•

the world

nationally

social projects running. We look forward to

•

How you value your contribution to

situations based on your thoughts and

happen matching individual skills to current

Set up and lead awareness
campaigns

•

organisations both locally and

and plan projects and then make them

of kindness either received or paid
forward

Work collaboratively with established

Tuesdays 12-2pm Drop-in is a time to discuss

Create a series of creative hubs set
up all over the Northeast which

to develop and grow as a person

guidelines

educational teaching on the benefits
of kindness

Continue to recruit volunteers and

How much you believe in your ability

give free ongoing training and

shared services directory
•

other people say about you

everything we do

Drop -in Tuesday 12-2pm

We recognize this time
in history as one of
tremendous change
and uncertainty. As
a society we are at
a crossroads related
to the fundamental
basis of our work and
sense of direction —
do we work from selfinterest or concern
for the well-being of
others?

Put the community at the heart of

How you think and feel about what

How you view yourself in comparison
to others

We look forward to welcoming you.

I’m not
a full
shilling
This is my recovery. If
reading it makes you
feel offended, then it’s
ok, it’s just a feeling. It
will pass.

resembled a TV representation of family life.

comfort. This place is my natural habitat.

Mine was blighted by maternal alcoholism
and paranoid schizophrenia. I had a mum

My hypervigilance is lessening. There is

who was a wonderful, gentle woman but a

some evidence that personality disorders are

nasty drunk. Nobody likes the thought of

grown out of when someone hits their forties.

being like that. My eldest daughter tells me

If you are fortunate to live that long. I’m not

that I’ve got an edge when I’ve had a drink

so sure. I no longer scan every face in the

and she doesn’t know the half of it because I

street looking for danger and pain but that’s

work hard to be my best self when I’m around

because my eyesight is getting worse. I don’t

her. The fact that she’s noticed despite this,

listen to multiple conversations on the metro

makes me feel like a horrible person. I’m not,

in order to recognise where the abusive

I’ve got an edge when I have a drink. So I

relationships are, because I don’t hear as

can’t imagine the guilt and responsibility that

well. I don’t replay words or chats or looks or

must have been apparent in sober moments

intent because I don’t remember for as long.

for my mum.

I’m knocking fifty now and I may be literally
losing the physical capabilities to maintain

She drank to self-medicate her depression

some of my traits. Which could be a blessing I

and loneliness, her lack of purpose and

have, that the aging well-adjusted don’t.

self-worth and then to manage her terror at

of piss compared to others that come to

I have all of the
safety/containing
factors that
someone needs.
I have a family
that has my card
marked, but still
loves me.

ReCoCo. So many people I know had neglect

waiting for someone to take off me – like

to contend with as well as horrific things

there’s been some kind of mistake Angela,

that you can imagine. The daily comparison

ya big fraud! Get back to the life you used

is grounding. It’s helped me value the

to have, on the dole for 10 years being a

advantages I had like having friends, being

scumbag, giving in to the temporary warmth

loved, not being nonced. The ability of people

of substance misuse. (?? If its misuse, how are

some value

to survive is absolutely awe inspiring and

you supposed to use them?).

in in being

is a mesh of the best and worst aspects of

a sandwich

humanity.

the constant threat that a world enmeshed
in psychosis posed to her and to us. My

I’m not a full shilling

needs were neglected as a consequence and
I became resourceful in order to survive

I’m actually not. I am able to occasionally

it. I did survive of course, but not without

pull off what I think people expect from

developing a personality disorder and a broad

normal, under the right circumstances

collection of maladaptive coping techniques.

and with strangers, but I’ve at
last accepted that there is
something amiss and the
realisation itself is a
terrifying liberation.
My own journey
of recovery is
to try and find

short of a
picnic,
For years
I thought
that if I
could resolve
my ‘issues’
and attend to
what causes me
difficulties, then
I would open some
mystical door to sanity and
stability and be normal. This
tablet, that therapy? Normal is of course

But my childhood was an absolute piece

A job that I’m always

I find that loyalty to what was, can be hard to

ReCoCo is
normal for me.
If there is a
drama or a crisis,
particularly of the
high expressed
emotional kind,
it’s familiar
. That’s not

let go. I know that for decades I interpreted
the world as a dangerous place. Shutting
down emotional awareness, not feeling. They
say Yoga etc. can give you ownership over
self and physical sensations and that’s why
we want loads of it here. Western culture
generally is disembodied. We drink to help
us not feel. In other cultures they start with
the physicality of who we are. Learning to
inhabit our bodies. In northern culture, every

to say it’s not frightening but it’s what I’m

emotion is acknowledged with a good old

fundamentally wired to cope with. There is

drink

a physiological familiarity and predictability
when the adrenalin coursing through me

I’m learning to inhabit my body. Slowly. I

subjective, if it exists at all. And now I realise

reaches a certain level. Contained, sorted,

try and be mindful because I know it helps

that for years I had invested in a ticket to a

together people unsettle me because I can’t

but I’m often lazy and mindfulness is called

destination that didn’t exist.

see their flaws or vulnerabilities and that in

upon to keep me from losing my mind or to

turn make me feel vulnerable because surely

try and reduce the exhaustion of obsession. I

My difficulties were nurtured over a couple

mine are glaringly obvious for those who

still obsess. I am obsessive. My approach over

of decades. Thousands of ‘incidents’ that

want to attack me. That constant feeling of

the past couple of years is to at least try to

created an existence that was far removed

fear of attack, on your toes, hypervigilant,

obsess about something productive, so work

from what I could see in the houses

ready, can take it out of you. Being

is what I obsess about now. Writing lists in

of childhood friends. Their existence

somewhere where folk feel the same fear is a

my dreams of people I need to contact, things

I need to do, fall outs that need attention

The reaction will happen. The ball will again

how am I going to be able to contend with

until I wake early to attend to the demands

fall and crash and I’m praying that the extent

not knowing what will happen next, how am

I’ve identified in my slumber. I tell you what

and vigour to which its counterpart flies into

I going to be able to talk to people, just even

though, it gets things done and it’s so much

the air isn’t as destructive or painful. But

talk. But I do, and I can and every sentence

better than knowingly causing the hurt my

that’s up to me.

doesn’t have to be a punch line. Having

obsessions have caused in the past. It’s a

responsibility for that isn’t as scary as it was

preferable direction but it’s still exhausting

I’ve pre-empted catastrophe for all of my life,

6 months ago, or last week. It is what it is.

So Thursday evenings is when I try to be

knowing it will come. Racing down every

Acceptance is a wonderful thing where you

mindful. Attempting to gain control over

avenue of outcome without acknowledging

can get it.

my thoughts before they spoil the weekend.

that’s it is I who causes it. Whether through

It starts on the metro. Mind’s racings out of

desire for the familiarity of chaos or the need

I work hard every day at my recovery

control, disconnected with what’s real. And

to feel extreme emotion. It’s mostly me in the

because what else is there? I’m hoping that

I breathe. And I feel the breadth enter my

middle, causally orchestrating it.

it will continue to get easier with age and

nose and it helps me gain some recognition
at least, that I am part of a present situation.
A right here, right now. And it helps me feel a
little bit in control.
Then I go home to my beautiful family who
I’m sure I don’t deserve and have a nice tea
and a couple of glasses of wine because I’m
not fully enlightened yet. I hope I’m not
fully enlightened for years actually because
I like a drink. One of the best things about
being in Newcastle is that everybody likes
a drink. Except the ones who’ve spoilt it
for themselves and aren’t allowed to drink,
mentioning no names. (I’m allowed to be
flippant about alcoholism, I’m a victim of it).
My experiences and consequent responses
over the past few years remind me of a
newton’s cradle. From a place of utterly low
self-esteem to feeling worthy and valued and
of some significance.
Then the reactive response of the ball
baring sent its opposite
number flying into the
realms of super
confidence,
omnipotence,
narcissism.
Narcissism
feels great, it
really does.
I’ve thought
I was the
bee’s knees,
I’ve mistaken
my recklessness
for bravery and felt like
I was a fucking super hero or something.
Then publically presented a ‘made a show
of masterclass’ caught out, exposed as at
best idiot, at worse a sinister manipulative
twat whose selfish desire to be adored has
catastrophic consequences.

Nobody is going
to fix me. The
rescue party
that I had been
waiting for, for
decades isn’t
coming. They
never where
coming. I have
to do it myself
and whilst I’m
doing it I should
be giving others
a hand.
There are people who

are much more frightened than me, more
frightened than anyone who comes to
ReCoCo. (If you know where they are then
reach for them, pull them up with you. If you
are one of those frightened and lonely people
who really can’t get here, we’ve sent for help.
Do your best in the meantime)
I’m in charge of my own recovery and
when I eventually got over how unfair
that might have been I was able to take
responsibility, which I have to say,
is THE hardest part of recovery.
Certainly for me.
I have to face fears and sit with
difficult feelings in order to get
to the point where they aren’t so
difficult. I’m avoidant. I’ve spent
my life running from uncomfortable
situations.
An uncomfortable situation can be fairly
innocuous like sitting down and having
a conversation with someone. I have
conversations with maybe twenty people
a day now. I’m flooding and reflecting.
Monday mornings are still excruciating. The
horror of an abrupt 4am wake up filled with
fear at the week ahead. How am I to conduct
myself in a reasonably acceptable fashion,

wisdom and acceptance but the reality that
I’ve come to is that I am not a full shilling
and never will be. And that’s kind of OK. It’s
scary and risky and bothersome. Writing this
is a risk, the terror I’ll feel at the exposure
will be bothersome. But whatever changed
without taking risks and causing bother?
AG
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Recovery college is a joint enterprise with the
backing and input of the following:

NORTHUMBERLAND STREET
CITY LIBRARY

BLACKETT STREET

NEW BRIDGE STREET
JOHN DOBSON STREET

MONUMENT METRO
PILGRIM STREET

HOOD STREET

MARKET STREET

5th Floor, Broadacre House

CARLIOL STREET

RECOVERY COLLEGE
C O L L E C T I V E

WORSWICK STREET

HOW TO FIND US
BY BUS:
The bus stops on MARKET ST, BLACKETT ST and JOHN DOBSON ST are less than a 5 minute walk.
Bus services include 1, 10, 12, 22, 38, 39, 49, 58, 62, 63, 100.
BY METRO:
MONUMENT; 5 minute walk, MANORS; 10 minute walk
BY BIKE:
Broadacre House has five parking spaces plus public bike parking at the City Library
BY CAR:
We can try and secure a space for you if you have access requirements, but we do need advance
notice. There are public car parks nearby.

0191 261 0948

info@recoverycoco.com

www.recoverycoco.com

